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An exploration 
 into the prospective function of Pictish Symbol Stones  

when transitioning between beliefs. 
 
 
Pictish Symbol Stones initially had carvings representing a form of Mithraic 
belief – as decoded by this author. Some also had objects associated with Celtic 
“attributes”. Then so-called Class 2 Stones appeared with Christian Crosses and 
included many of the existing carved objects. 
 
By interpreting the predominantly geometric carvings in the context of a belief 
(which the author has called Pictish-Mithraism) and seeing if there is a 
relationship with what is represented by Crosses, the “strength” of that 
relationship can be assessed. It generally appears to be “complementary”. 
 
Perhaps physical location may also have reinforced the function of some Class 2 
Stones – by water, in raised or open areas, near a church. An association with a 
Saint could have enhanced a physical location. 
 
These Stones featured surfaces without boundaries, segregation or 
demarcation. A successfully “shared space” for different beliefs was enabled. 
 
From the almost total lack of being defaced, disfigured or otherwise damaged 
the Stones today look little different as they would have done when originally 
carved. 
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Pictish Symbol Stones - People, Places, Purpose 

A straightforward distinction can be made between the general name of 

Pictish Stones and the very specific Pictish “Symbol” Stones which have carved 

objects on their surfaces - mainly geometric. Although they are often referred 

to as enigmatic, many of the Symbols have been decoded and explained by this 

author in the context of a Mithraic belief which he proposes developed from 

Roman Mithraism. 

Here is some “bigger picture” background before exploring what the 

prospective function of Pictish Symbols Stones might have been in the 

transition between different beliefs. 

“Pict” is a label given apparently by Roman invaders in the 3rd century CE to 
the people who lived, broadly, in what is now known as the North East of 
Scotland. It is uncertain whether these “locals” gave themselves a particular 
name, whether they were a single “people” or were a conglomerate of 
communities. Their geographic origin is uncertain.  What is certain is that no-
one would have been living in the north of Scotland until about 11,500 years 
ago – once the ice had substantially cleared. The effects of glaciation would 
have rendered the inland areas inhospitable to settlers but the coastal areas 
had the attributes for sustenance – land to cultivate, material for fire for 
warmth, rivers and seas to fish, animals to hunt for food and clothing, dwelling 
opportunities (caves, woodland and trees for construction). They were 
accessible across water, along coastal stretches and, in early (just post-
glaciation) settlement times, via land bridges to other parts of what we now 
call mainland Europe. So descriptors such as indigenous are limited – they may 
have been original inhabitants of the geographic area but, unlike a non-
glaciated area, their start point is a lot later. They came from somewhere else. 

 
 “Pictland” is the term generally used in referring to 
the geographical location of the places where the 
Picts lived; mainly the area we now call North East 
Scotland but varying in size over time to other parts 
of Scotland – depending on acquired and enforced 
boundary changes. The map opposite is a snapshot 
of what seemingly comprised “Pictland” around 
about 600CE. 
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In the initial investigations into the possible function of the Stones, a process of 
elimination ruled out some non-religious uses for the Stones. Erection as 
boundary markers was unlikely due to a lack of pattern or layout to their 
location. Some authors have considered they could have been commemorative 
or recorded family lineage but why adorn them with symbols which require 
considerable decoding. The purpose appears to be religious and the context is 
in phases – Mithraic and Christian with a distinct overlap between the two. 
 
The second, Christian phase is evidenced by the carving of Christian (or Latin) 
crosses and images referring to Bible stories. The crosses have an art style that 
suggests a Northumbrian influence which in turn suggests, at the time, the 
adoption of the Roman rather than the Celtic (or Irish) form of Christianity. This 
second phase is straightforward to decode with much historical material to 
assist. The real challenge was the earlier phase. 
 
Despite having seen shapes on a Mithraic Tauroctony that were similar to the 
Z-Rod Symbol, the author still considered contenders such as Manichaeism, a 
range of Celtic Gods, Persian and Indian versions of early Mithraism, Hinduism, 
a range of Assyrian Gods and Zoroastrianism. These were all eliminated; for 
example there is no aspect in the Symbols such as Mazda versus Ahriman in 
Zoroastrianism. By decoding the Symbols that could be seen to represent the 
theology of the Mithras cult and by relating some Symbols to the layouts of 
temples, evidence for a religion derived from Roman Mithraism built up. 
 

Reference is made to the generally accepted Anderson & Allen classification: 
 
 Class 1 slabs had so-called Pictish Symbols only,  
 Class 2 had both Pictish and Christian Objects (introducing Christianity 

and arguably used in converting those with, the then, current religious 
beliefs) and  

 Class 3 had Christian symbols only.  
 
Class 2 Stones with Christian and Mithraic iconography are the ones being 
explored in this book as prospectively “Transition Stones” from one religious 
belief to another ( with an overlap period when the Stones had simultaneous 
use for at least two beliefs ). Few locations have both original Pictish Symbol 
Stones and “Transition” Stones (this may simply be due to population 
movements) but both types of Stone are found in, under and around churches. 
There are some instances, however, of close proximity between Class 1 and 
Class 2 Stones perhaps suggesting influence. 
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2  -  Moving from One Belief to Another 
 

Pictish Symbol Stones can be placed within a broad time sequence for the use 
of stones (circles and monoliths) across different beliefs which (in years CE) 
could be:- 
 
<-------------Bronze Age -----------------> 
                                          <------------ Iron Age ----------> 
                                                                                        <-- Picts -- > 
-2000 -1750 -1500 -1250 -1000 -750 -500 -250 0 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500... 2000+       
                           <   P-M   >   
                                           < Christianity------------------------> 
P-M = Pictish-Mithraism 
 

The use and re-use of such stones ranges from the pre-Pictish period (when 
there would have been an initial use, then in some instances later re-use, of 
Bronze or Iron Age monoliths or stones in circles), Pictish (perhaps with some 
form of belief) before Pictish-Mithraism, Pictish-Mithraism and Christian. In the 
Pictish-Mithraic time period some other contemporaneous carvings were 
included on the Stones – for example what appear to be Celtic symbols. This 
Pictish-Mithraic period covers the so-called Class 1 and Class 2 Stones i.e. 
Stones carved with Pictish Symbols. 
 
Considering the broadly 600 to 1000 CE time period the designs on Cross slabs 
- both Class 2 (with Pictish Symbols) and Class 3 (only with Christian 
iconography) - suggest initially the influence of so-called Celtic or Insular 
Christianity later replaced by Roman Christianity. During the latter part of this 
period Viking arrival and settlement could have had an effect on Cross slab 
design. There is similarity between some Objects such as the beast with 
exaggerated claws and the intertwined beasts that are similar to styles used in 
Norway around 1000 – examples can be seen in a Cast Court of the Victoria & 
Albert Museum, London. 
 
For the pre-Pictish time frame, the following pictures show two examples of 
Stone Circles. They are near Pictish Symbol Stone locations.  
 
The one at Lagmore is near Inveravon church where there are four Class 1 
Symbol Stones previously attached to an outer wall now in a porch. The church 
also overlooks the River Spey. Ardlair Stone Circle, like Upper Lagmore has a 
panoramic view and is near Rhynie and several nearby Class 1 and Class 2 
Symbol Stone sites. 
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Upper (or 
West) 
Lagmore 
Stone Circle 
above 
Ballindalloch 
Golf Course 
(near 
Inveravon 
Church & 
Stones). 
 
Early Bronze 
Age. 
 

 
Inveravon Church – erected in 1806         Class 1 Pictish Standing Stones at 
on the site of previous church built      Inveravon Church - now in a porch. 
In 1568.          

 
Ardlair Stone Circle (near 
Kennethmont) and its distant view 
 
The beliefs and changes in beliefs in the foregoing cover a period from 
prospectively 2000 BCE to now - a time span of 4000 years. 
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Beliefs across the Bronze and Iron ages have fundamental components that 
can be seen in the era of Pictish Symbol Stones and nowadays - typically 
concern with death and the hereafter. In the Bronze Age there was belief in life 
after death. In the Iron Age people seemingly believed in powerful spirits, 
shared common beliefs and met to worship in sacred places with physical 
features such as by water or clearings in a wood.  
 
In the next few chapters the features of Class 2 Pictish Symbol Stones will be 
explored as will prospective commonality between pre-Christian and Christian 
religious beliefs.  
 
In the era of Pictish Symbol Stones, up to three sets of beliefs appear to have 
been accommodated on upright Stones - at the same time. Objects reflecting 
Celtic, Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs have, in effect, been carved on 
surfaces without boundaries, not segregated and with no demarcation. The 
author has elsewhere explored this seeming “Shared Space” which usually 
refers to mixed pedestrian and vehicle surfaces in urban areas and concluded 
that Pictish Symbol Stones can be considered in the same way. 
 

This is Exhibition 
Road, London taken 
from an article in 
the 7 December 
2011 Evening 
Standard. An 
example of a 
“Shared Space”. 
 
 
 

 
What became apparent is that there seems to have been a high degree of 
acceptable, if not deliberate, co-existence of symbolic carvings from different 
beliefs. Addition of carved objects such as hunting and battle scenes, Ogham 
and other scripts have not minimised the impact of what can be considered 
the prime use of the Symbol Stones. In fact, what the explorations in this book 
will look for is whether this Shared Space was effectively utilised to move from 
one belief to another, notably, for Class 2 Stones from a form of Mithraism to 
Christianity. 
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3  -  Mithraism and Pictish Symbols 

Earliest carvings on Pictish Symbol Stones had mainly geometric objects that 
this author considers to represent a stand-alone version of Mithraic religious 
belief. Popular in the Roman military but derived from an earlier following, 
Mithraism was practiced in the time of the Empire's presence in Britannia. A 
brief explanation of the belief follows, leading to how the Symbols were 
decoded and what they mean. These objects were later carved on Stones with 
Christian symbols. 
 
By considering the full range of decoded Symbols a comprehensive picture of 
how Mithraic belief and how it was practiced can be seen. Basically there are 
three types of  Symbol which have been decoded - a) those that were created 
to geometrically represent an aspect of Mithraic belief, b) portrayals of the 
physical layout of the Roman-Mithraic temple and c) "creatures" significant in 
explaining the belief. In total 12 objects related to "belief" connotations have 
been identified and are decoded in detail in www.pictishsymbolstones.com. 
 

This picture is a bust of Mithras as he would have been 
considered in the time of the Roman Empire; complete with 
what was his trade-mark Phrygian cap. Fundamental to 
Mithraism, as is the case with most forms of religion, are man-
made stories and religious beliefs created for a specific and 
fundamental purpose – a life beyond death, for example, 
therefore a source of solace or comfort. This, in itself, would 

have caused a following to build up. 
 
The geographical and chronological origins are generally seen as:- 

► Mithra - a Persian God preceding then absorbed into the Zoroastrian  
belief set,  
► Mitra - an Indian God within the pantheon of Vedic Hinduism and  
► Mithras - the Graeco-Roman version that was followed about the 
time of the Roman presence in what is now called Britain and across 
continental Europe and North Africa. 

 
The latter is familiarly referred to as Roman Mithraism. The Mystery of Mithras 
had a cult following during the time of the expansion of the Roman Empire. It 
was based on the previous Persian version and was practiced across the 
Empire, being particularly popular within the army. Roman Mithraism started 
to decline with Christianity becoming the “state” religion but may have 
survived in modified form into, at least, the immediate post-Roman period. 

http://www.pictishsymbolstones.com/
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Realising the similarity of the shape of the Z-Rod on Pictish Symbol Stones and 
the shape made by the torches of Cautes and Cautopates on the Mithraic 
Tauroctony marble roundel in the Museum of London marked the start of the 
author discovering a prospective connection. This roundel had been in the 
London Mithraeum which was discovered in 1954 and is now accessible under 
the Bloomberg SPACE in Walbrook, London. 
 
 
Looking towards the Tauroctony are 
torch-bearers depicted attending the god 
Mithras. To the viewer’s left is Cautes 
(representing the morning star and 
spring equinox) and to the right 
Cautopates (representing the evening 
star and autumn equinox). Relative to 
Mithras Cautes is on his right and 
Cautopates on his left. 
 
Walbrook Tauroctony, London. → 

 
When investigating Mithraism in more depth it became clear that other 
Symbols might represent aspects of this religious belief – such as the V in the 
V-Rod being two separate but connected directional arrows so tying in with the 
travel of the soul on birth and death. By re-evaluating what had been taught at 
school about the Roman Empire not extending beyond the Antonine Wall led 
to thinking about who might have created the Stones other than the Picts. The 
result was a breakthrough in decoding the Symbols and the discovery of a 
previously unknown religious belief, based on Roman Mithraism which the 
author has called Pictish-Mithraism. 
 
The most numerous Symbols on the Stones are the so-called V-Rod & Crescent, 
Mirror, Z-Rod & Double Disc, Pictish Beast and Comb. Collectively these 
account for two thirds of the Symbols. Several other shapes have been 
decoded but there is sufficient relevant structure in these examples to amply 
demonstrate that the Pictish Symbol Stones were used within the practice of a 
version of the Mysteries of Mithras. Descriptions and comprehensive decodes 
are detailed at this author’s www.pictishsymbolstones.com website. Within 
many religious beliefs there is a great interest in the “afterlife”, in immortality 
and the travel of the soul on death – Mithraism is no exception.  
 

http://www.pictishsymbolstones.com/
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The following are the most frequent Symbols - with their decodes - to be seen 
on the Stones in this book. These decodes are all in the context of this variant 
of Mithraic belief i.e. Pictish Mithraism - specifically named "Pictish" not 
necessarily suggesting it was the Picts who created it but because it was 
practiced in the geography of Pictland. 
 
 
What might be labelled "Mystery of Mithras" objects on the Pictish Symbol 
Stones are those carvings which correspond to elements of the Mithraic belief 
and are, in effect, obscured requiring explanation e.g. to an initiate. In all there 
are four such principal geometric objects - the V-Rod & Crescent, Mirror, Z-Rod 
& Double Disc and Comb and the non-geometric Pictish Beast. 
 
 

The V-Rod and Crescent, the most numerous of the 
Symbols on the Stones, has been decoded as 
representing the travel of the soul on birth and on 
death. Rather than just a “V”, the lines can be seen as 
directional arrows, the angle between them then 
represents the passage of time between the arrival of 

the soul on birth, into mortality, and its departure on death, into immortality. 
 
The Crescent is the sky-ward view from 
Earth, across the horizon to the moving 
Planets and the fixed stars of the 
Celestial Sphere – beyond is Heaven. The 
symbolism should, therefore, be 
spiritually comforting as the upward 
facing, returning arrow is suggesting 
there is not absolute finality on death – this is an enticement to follow 
Mithraism.  
 
The Celestial Sphere can be considered to contain the Milky Way – 
astrologically the home of the soul. Astrologically souls descend on birth 
through the Gate of Cancer and ascend after death through the Gate of 
Capricorn. This suggests that the upward arrow passes through the Celestial 
Sphere at the Capricorn “gate”. Carvings, such as Broomend, are often stylised. 
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The Mirror circles can be considered to depict relationships 
between the Zodiac, Planets and the Earth. Many instances 
have small connected circles similar to the Double Discs seen 
with Z-Rods – these represent the Earth, Planets and Celestial 
Sphere. A larger circle (as alongside) is the Zodiac – here more 
obvious in the “ring” version (rather than the “solid” one) as 
that is how the Zodiac is shown in Mithras group statuary in 
Roman Mithraea. 
 
Where the Double Disc meets or overlaps the Zodiac circle this point can be 
considered to be Capricorn. A link between the V-Rod & Crescent and Mirror 
Symbols involving Capricorn can, therefore, be made – the soul on its return to 
Heaven. A further decode for the Mirror Symbol is the concept of a contract 
between Mithras and the universe and all it contains – between the intangible 
and tangible. 
 
Z-Rod & Double Disc is the popular name for what historically has been 
determined as shapes that look like a Z shaped rod with, in the main, two 
separate but inter-connected circles or discs. In fact, the Z-Rods in this 
configuration comprise a reverse-Z but the “z” description is traditional and 
convenient. 
 
Several aspects of Mithraism are evident in the Z-Rod & Double Disc Symbol. In 
Mithraea, Cautes and Cautopates as companions of Mithras indicate, with their 
torches, life / death, light / darkness and the equinoxes – these are the arms of 
the “Z” (Mithras is the joining line). These can be seen in the London 
Mithraeum roundel shown above. 

 
The 3 concentric circles of the Double Discs represent the Earth, the moving 
Planets and the fixed stars of the Constellations in the Celestial Sphere. The 
“waist” effect of the lines that connect the Discs gives a three-dimensional 
representation of a dough-ring type shape – this is significant as it suggests the 
concept of a “contained” universe which relates to the tangible and intangible. 
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With the line joining the arms of the “Z” always drawn on Stones so that it 
overlays the connection between the Double Discs, we can see that Mithras is 
external to the contained universe. Being external to it he is also able to rotate 
the Universe from outside – an aspect brought forward from Persian 
Mithraism. 
 

 
Comb Symbols can allude to the Mithraic belief of the soul’s steps 
via the Planets between the Celestial Sphere and the Earth at one’s 
birth (into mortality) and back the way to immortality on one’s 

death - as if climbing a ladder. Such carvings become particularly relevant 
when they have 7 “teeth” as there were 7 Mithraic grades and 7 Planets 
(including, at the time, the Sun and Moon). Inveravon Stone 1 is alongside. 
 
 

Further reinforcing the importance of the Capricorn 
constellation is the decode for the Pictish Beast. From its 
shape the Pictish Beast can be seen as the “sea goat” 
which is the sign of Capricorn. A background to the 
meaning of this Symbol is at the end of this chapter. 

 
On a Symbol Stone the Pictish Beast could act as a “pointer” to that 
Constellation in the skyward view and enable, with reference to the V-Rod & 
Crescent, an explanation of the travel of the soul back to Heaven on death. 
With a fundamental Mithraic belief of the soul enduring in immortality on a 
person’s death the significance of signposting the portal to Heaven (which also 
features in the Mirror Symbol) is reinforced. 
 
 
By considering the full range of decoded Symbols a comprehensive picture of 
how Mithraic belief and how it was practiced can be seen. Basically there are 
three types of  Symbol which have been decoded - a) those that were created 
to geometrically represent an aspect of Mithraic belief [as described above], b) 
portrayals of the physical layout of the Mithraic temple and c) "creatures" 
significant in explaining the belief. In total 12 objects all of which have "belief" 
connotations have been identified. 
 
Other decoded Symbols include the Mirror Case [the rock birth of Mithras], 
Double Disc Alone [structure of the universe - as shown in the Z-Rod & Double 
Disc] and Triple Disc [the Zodiac with Cancer and Capricorn gates].   
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Objects portraying Roman Mithraic Temples are relatively straightforward to 
decode because each shows the layout or construction of a Mithraeum as it 
would have been seen by an initiate/follower. 
 
 

 
There are 18 examples of what is described as a Horseshoe or 
Arch - this one is at Strathpeffer and has the adornment of 
concentric circles typically seen with the Z-Rod & Double-
Disc. Two meanings are suggested for the shape - the view 
into a Mithraeum or from it towards the Celestial Sphere; 

both are instructional. 
 
This design of Tuning Fork is on the Craigmyle and Strathmiglo 
Stones - it symbolises the view into a Roman Mithraeum with 
parallel side benches leading to towards the Tauroctony scene 
whilst alluding to the curved roof. 
 
 

Of the 16 Notched Rectangle objects 11 are with Z-Rods. 
They represent the shape and layout of a Mithraeum, in 
some cases with indentations which equate to the niches 
which would have housed statues – typically Cautes and 
Cautopates (as the Tyrie and Birnie examples alongside). The 
addition of the Z-Rod reinforces the presence of the statues 

of the torch bearers. 
 
 
 

Pictish Beast and Capricornus 
 
Having the fourth highest number of occurrences on Symbol Stones (51 versus 
the V-Rod & Crescent at 90, Mirror 62, Z-Rod & Double Disc 56) the so-called 
Pictish Beast is the only non-geometric carving apart from the Serpent (with its 
range of interpretations). Various descriptions have been given to this Symbol 
ranging from the non-committal Pictish Beast to the very specific Pictish 
Dolphin and less practical Pictish Elephant. Carvings of the Pictish Beast are 
almost identical in style, the only variants being left or right facing (nearly 3/4 
are right facing) and angle of incline. Its historical background is traceable to 
mythological associations and directly to Roman Army contexts. 
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Research into fore-runner beliefs leading to Mithraism stepped back into 
Assyrian history with a beast called “mushhushshu” or sirrush who was 
supposed to have protected many of the supreme Gods such as Marduk, the 
city God of Babylon, who came to prominence around 1500 BCE – the same 
period as Persian Mithra. Chronologically speculative linkages with aspects of 
Persian and Roman Mithraic beliefs and associated creatures finally led to a 
description by the philosopher Porphyry of "a hole in the sphere of fixed stars 
leading to heaven" - astrologically the gate of Capricorn. 
 
The story of the mythological association of Capricornus / Capricorn originated 
with the Babylonians and Sumerians. The Sumerians knew it as the goat-fish, 
SUHUR-MASH-HA, while the Babylonian star catalogues dating back to 1000 BC 
mention the Constellation as MUL.SUHUR.MAŠ, also meaning “goat fish"; it 
was a symbol of their god Ea. Ancient Greek myths have a legend about 
Chronos, the god of time, creating an immortal sea goat, Pricus, who, when he 
dies, must spend eternity in the sky as Capricorn. Hence, the attraction and 
draw within a "belief" of a creature that is central to a story resulting in its 
immortality. 
 
 
Another Mithraic connection with Capricorn is the 
Serpent - 11 of the 26 carvings are with Z-Rods. 
Alongside is a sketch of the one at Newton House. The 
Hydra constellation (serpent) connects Cancer and 
Capricorn, the points where the soul leaves heaven 
on birth and re-enters on death. 
 
Adding to the challenge of explaining the relevance of carved objects on 
Symbol Stones, the Serpent is not only listed in the section on animals, birds 
and fish as having Celtic attributes but has a Roman mythology context as well 
giving each instance of the carving several prospective interpretations (or 
none). 
 
Turning to the context of Roman legions, six have been identified that used the 
Capricorn as an emblem - I Adiutrix, II Adiutrix, II Augusta, IV Sythica, XIV 
Gemina and XXI Rapax. In the period of Roman military presence in Britannia, II 
Augusta was headquartered at Isca (Caerleon, near Newport, South Wales) 
from about 75 to 300 AD. In 122, II Augusta helped to build Hadrian's Wall and 
in 142 helped to build the Antonine Wall as recorded on a distance slab found 
at Carleith Farm, Duntocher, West Dunbartonshire [pictures on the next page]. 
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The photograph of this milestone is 
courtesy of The Hunterian Museum, 
Glasgow. 
 
 
 

 
Another distance slab found at Summerston Farm near Balmuildy Roman fort 
has part of a Capricorn relief carving - the emblem of II Augusta. 
 
Inscriptions of the Legio II Augusta were found on fragments of masonry at 
Carpow timing to the campaigns of Septimius Severus (early 3rd century). 
 
Perhaps such carvings of Capricornus give a "belief" connection with the so-
called Pictish Beast and are its origin influencing its design 
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4  -  Christian Crosses and Biblical Stories 
 

In the Allen and Anderson 1903 publication Early Christian Monuments of 
Scotland (ECMS) carvings of Christian and other objects were encompassed. In 
a way the book title was a misnomer. Christian objects - primarily specific 
designs of crosses - were not only easily identifiable but their context readily 
explained within the majority religious belief in Scotland at the time. Less 
explicable even nowadays, and still considered by some as "enigmatic", were 
those other carvings referred to as Symbols. Adding to the mix are carvings 
that are neither Christian nor Symbols - animals, birds and fish that could have 
had a Celtic origin. Making interpretation of the carvings even more difficult 
are scenes of people and animals which could be commemorating, for 
example, battles or recording Biblical Stories. Ornamental designs, mainly 
decorative but in some cases incorporated into Cross and Symbol patterns, do 
not appear to require symbolic interpretation as such. 
 
A form of codification across all the monuments in ECMS was created by Allen 
and Anderson. It is still used albeit in recent years challenged but without 
alternative replacement. Three groupings were created as, basically, Class 1 for 
those monuments having symbols only, Class 2 with symbols and Christian 
Crosses and Class 3 with Christian Crosses and no symbols. As previously 
mentioned this book is concerned with Class 1 and Class 2 as these are the 
Stones that might have different beliefs in a Shared Space. Class 3 with 
Christian carvings exclusively does not qualify for Shared Space consideration. 
However, both Class 2 and Class 3 stones that have Crosses and Biblical Scenes. 
 
Crosses are mainly of the so-called Latin type but there are examples of Greek 
Crosses and many variations in detail. Where the arms and shaft intercept 
there are square angles, square hollow angles (like a cut out), round hollow 
angles, round hollow angles with a connecting ring etc. - the last two designs 
are the most numerous. 
 
The Latin/Christian Cross predominates (59 examples) and mainly with 
interlace patterns. Probably the plainest is at Deer – no interlace just an incised 
Cross shape. Several are incomplete and the shape is extrapolated.  Not all 
comply with the typical Latin style e.g. Migvie combines the Greek style cross 
with an extended descending arm, Aberlemno Roadside 2 is similar but with a 
much more elongated descending arm and St Vigeans 2 has the extended arm 
but the top of the cross is broken off. Several crosses have bosses (e.g. 
Aberlemno Roadside 2), drilled through circles (e.g. Fordoun) or sunk circles 
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(e.g. Meigle 1) or cut out circles (e.g. Dunfallandy) at the joins of the arms. 
Some are of the “Celtic” design i.e. with a circle surrounding the cross arm 
area. Clear examples are at Aberlemno, Cossans, Gask and St Madoes. There 
are 3 examples of the square, or, as typically described, Greek Cross at 
Fordoun, Ulbster and Rosemarkie. They are like a Latin cross but without the 
descending arm. 
 
The incomplete Cross Fitchée at Pabbay, Barra bears resemblance to the style 
of a St Thomas Cross. From incision cuts considered to have been added to a 
Class 1 stone (3 other simple Latin cross stones nearby – one of which is 
Fitchée). Another variant is at Rosemarkie – the Crosslet Cross comprising four 
Latin crosses arranged at right angles to each other i.e. a square cross with the 
ends of each arm crossed.  The style of the cross at the ends of the arms is 
similar to a Cross Quadrate (a Cross with a square at the intersection point). 
This is the only known type of this Cross on a Symbol Stone – it is enhanced by 
being place in a decorated square with 4 bosses. St Moluag is associated with a 
very similarly styled Cross. 
 
A selection of Crosses and examples of their locations follows. These are taken 
from the ECMS book and, for completeness, cover more than those Crosses 
seen on Pictish Symbol Stones. 
 

 
Perhaps the arms of the “rounded hollow angles” Cross could be represent the 
four “elements” of earth, wind, air and fire as transition features. 
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Dunfallandy has two clear instances of biblical stories. On close inspection a 
beast appears to be biting or throwing up a person – maybe alluding to the 

biblical Jonah coming out of the mouth of the whale (or fish).  
Two people facing one another with a Cross between them are 
said to represent Saints Paul and Anthony who were contemporary 
- if indeed one of these seated figures is Saint Anthony maybe 
there is a tie in with some of the objects on the Cross side of the 
Stone which might portray the temptations of the Saint together 
with the story of Anthony seeing angels ascending with the soul of 

Paul when he died. Other clearly Christian objects are the angels alongside the 
lower arm of the Cross. 
 
David rending the jaws of the lion is a biblical story carved on the Aberlemno 
Roadside 2 slab. On the weathered Gask Stone there is a carving seemingly 
representing David as the lion killer. 
 
Kirriemuir 1 shows what is thought to be St Paul and St Anthony alongside a 
robed figure in the upper register on the back of the slab. The enthroned figure 
in the lower register of the reverse side and the book-clutching ecclesiastics on 
the Cross side may not represent biblical stories as such but collectively there 
is more Christian iconography here than on most Class 2 Stones. 
 
 
 

St Paul and St Anthony  
 

Robed figure 
 
 
 
 

Enthroned figure 
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           Book-clutching ecclesiastics 
 
 
 

 
Later widespread movement to Christianity as it was adopted in Caledonia 
would, predictably, have prompted a time for change from other religious 
beliefs. At some stage during this change it is apparent from these 
Investigations and as outlined in the Pictish-Mithraism book, that an edict to 
change was not apparent and that there was acceptance of the Pictish-
Mithraic beliefs. Perhaps the "new" religion held attraction for those who the 
Christians regarded as "pagans" (a label typically used nowadays with a rather 
pejorative connotation) and there was a period of transition - a key theme 
appearing from these Investigations. 
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5  -  Physical Locations of Class 2 Stones 
 

Many of the Pictish Symbol Stones are currently outdoors and in very visible 
locations. Some have been moved away from their original positions but are 
nearby - often free-standing, sometimes built into a wall of a building, placed 
in a shelter or taken indoors for physical protection (for example into a 
church). Others can be seen still in their original, more open locations such as 
fields or in a raised or open area. Those in museums and public buildings give 
added exposure to a wide range of people to enjoy, wonder and study. 
 
 
The following pages record the places where Class 2 Symbol Stones carved 
with whole, partially broken or fragments of Celtic, Pictish-Mithraic and 
Christian objects were found and where they are now; some are still in their 
original location. They have been grouped as follows: 
 

Church interior / foundations / wall  In a field 
Churchyard / graveyard     In foundations of buildings 
Church or chapel nearby     By, in or near water 
Manse      In a raised or open area 

      

Each entry below is marked up with its RCAHMS1 site number. Detail for each 
location is in Chapter 8 - Synopsis and Evaluation by Stone. 
  
 

CHURCH INTERIOR / FOUNDATIONS / WALL 
 

Pre-Christian religions or beliefs have often been referred to as pagan with the 
suggestion that the arrival of Christianity replaced such followings. However, 
the fact that Symbol Stones with a range of Pre-Christian iconography have 
been found under, inside and built into walls of churches tends to suggest 
superstition, acceptance or reverence towards what had come before. Because 
very few of these Stones have been defaced, where there are instances of two 
(or more) beliefs with their respective carved objects on the same surface it 
can be concluded that the shared space was used successfully. 
 

Elgin NJ26SW 2 Fordoun NO77NW 3.2 Kingoldrum NO35NW 3 

Kirriemuir NO35SE 20 Monifieth NO43SE 25 Rosemarkie NH75NW 7 

St Vigeans NO64SW 3 Tealing NO43NW 9  
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CHURCHYARD / GRAVEYARD 
 

Perhaps their being relatively portable prompted and enabled relocation to an 
adjacent church, incorporation into a wall, transfer to a museum, into a shelter 
etc. Of these only Poolewe seems to have remained in its original location. 
 

Brodie NH95NE 3 Dyce NJ81NE 8 Formaston, Aboyne NJ50SW 
1 

Golspie (Class 2) NC80SW 
13 

Hilton of Cadboll NH87NE 
7 

Logierait NN95SE 4 

Logie Wester, Conon Bridge Meigle NO24SE 25 Nigg NH87SW 1 

Rossie Priory NO23SE 4 St Madoes NO12SE 15 St Vigeans NO64SW 3 

Strathmartine Kirkyard NO33NE 7 Ulbster ND34SW 28.01 

 
 

CHURCH OR CHAPEL NEARBY 
 

Listed here are those Stones that do not fall directly within the church interior, 
foundations or wall location but an ecclesiastical setting is nearby. 
 

Aberlemno Church NO55NW 26 Deer Abbey NJ94NE 5 Dunfallandy NN95NW 29 

Eassie NO34NE 4 Kinneddar 2 NJ16NE 44 Migvie NJ40NW 2 

Pabbay, Barra NL68NW 2 Scoonie NO30SE 15 Skinnet Chapel ND164SW 2 

Tarbat NH98SW 15 Wester Denoon NO34SE 16  
 

 

MANSE 
 

An original location for any of these Stones is not clear but each has been 
found either in a manse garden or built into a garden wall. With manses having 
a church connection perhaps they came from an associated church - maybe 
not a current one but a predecessor. 
 

Alyth NO24NW 14 Birse NO59NE 18.02 Glamis Manse 1 NO34NE 2 

 
+++++++++         +++++++++         +++++++++ 

 

Not all Stones have been found in what might be called “ecclesiastical” settings 
(as above). In fact 18 are not linked to a formal belief location. With a selection 
of objects across Celtic, Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs maybe more is to 
be found about these places that might make their locations significant. 
 

IN A FIELD 

Balluderon NO33NE 2 Gask NN91NE 26 Monymusk NJ71NW 12 
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IN FOUNDATIONS OF BUILDINGS 
 

Gellyburn, Murthly NO03NE 1 Woodwrae NO55NW 6 

 
+++++++++         +++++++++         +++++++++ 

 

BY, IN or NEAR WATER 
Each location below is in the selection above - RCAHMS numbers are not repeated. 

 
Aberlemno Church Aberlemno Roadside Alyth Brodie 

Cossans Dunfallandy Eassie Fordoun 

Fowlis Wester Gellyburn, Murthly Glamis Manse Glenferness 

Golspie Kingoldrum Logierait Logie Wester 

Meigle Monymusk Raasay Rossie Priory 

St. Madoes St. Vigeans Wester Denoon  

 
 

IN A RAISED OR OPEN AREA 

 
It is likely that there is specific relevance to a Stone being in a raised or open 
area (or both) maybe with clear sight to a specific location or geographic 
feature; for example the Picardy Stone has a wide view, not least to Bennachie 
(the site of an old fort). 

 

Aberlemno Roadside 
NO55NW 8 

Cossans NO45SW 4 Fowlis Wester NN92SW 5 

Glamis 1 NO34NE 17 Glenferness NH94SW 10 Largo NO40SW 2 

Maiden Stone NJ24SW 1 Raasay NG53NW 3 St Vigeans NO64SW 3 

Shandwick NH87SE 4   

 

 
Included here for completeness - there are two Stones classified as  Class 2 
that do not have the Pictish-Mithraic and Christian object carvings but Celtic 
and Christian ones:- 

Latheron ND13SE 27 Mortlach 1 (Dufftown) NJ33NW 12 

 
 
Note 1 - The Pictish Symbol Stones of Scotland published by the Royal Commission on the 
Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS) in 2008. 
 
Note 2 - Early Christian Monuments of Scotland by Allen and Anderson first published in 
1903. 
 
Note 3 - NMS = National Museums of Scotland 
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Annexe to Chapter 5 - Class 1 and Class 2 Stones - Differences and Similarities 
 

 
By comparing a stand-alone list of Class 2 Symbol Stones with a list combined 
of both Class 1 and Class 2 Stones a pattern of locations emerged - visible 
inside churches, under foundations, in a field, by graves (new and old) etc. 
Common threads were the proximity of many Stones to water (typically rivers 
and burns) or being in a raised or open area - in some instances these could be 
considered as additional features, in others their only feature. Although there 
is a wide range of features for their physical locations, what all these Stones 
have in common is that Pictish Symbols have been carved on them. A key 
outcome was differences and similarities between features of locations which 
can be summarised as:- 
 

 features which do not apply to Class 2 Stones but only to Class 1 [with 
the exception of Latheron with an “in or by a farm” feature]. These 
are highlighted in yellow in the table below. 

 
 features which apply to both Class 1 and Class 2 Stones. These are 

highlighted in green. 
 
 
Church interior / foundations / wall On a barrow or tumulus 

Churchyard / graveyard Long cist capstone cover 
Church or chapel nearby Over a low rectangular cairn 

Manse Side of irregular cist 

Stone circle - part of or nearby Covering an inhumation burial 
In a field Cover of a cist-like structure 

In or by a farm Near a long cist 
In a garden By, in or near water 

In foundations of buildings In a raised or open area 

From a dyke  
Near a broch  

 
 
There are no known instances of Class 2 Stones having any location features 
beyond those in this table. 
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Looking at the differences for certain locations 
 
With the discovery that there are specific “features of physical locations” that 
do not apply to Class 2 Stones (with the exception of Latheron with an “in or by 
a farm” feature) the next step was to look at these differences in more detail. 
References immediately below are to those Stones whose physical locations 
are highlighted in yellow above i.e. they apply (with one exception) to Class 1 
Stones only.  
 
Of the 8 Stones either as “part of or nearby a Stone Circle”, 6 have Pictish-
Mithraic symbols, 1 a Celtic object only and 1 has indistinct carvings. Perhaps 
carvings on these Symbol Stones might suggest a form of “transition” from the 
belief associated with the Stone Circles towards Celtic only or to Pictish-
Mithraic only beliefs. Clearly there is no connection with the combination of 
carved objects expected for a Class 2 Stone. 
 
“In or by a farm” are all Class 1 except Latheron which has Celtic and Christian 
carved objects so is considered to be Class 2 because of the Cross but cannot 
be a contender as a prospective “Transition” Stone (for which a Pictish-
Mithraic Symbol and Christian Cross would be required). 
 
“In a garden” are all Class 1 with Pictish-Mithraic symbols only. 
 
“From a dyke” are all Class 1 - 4 with Pictish-Mithraic symbols only and 3 with 
Celtic carved objects only. 
 
“Near a broch” are all Class 1 with Pictish-Mithraic symbols only. 
 
There are 7 features of physical locations in the combined list that do not apply 
to Class 2 Stones but have, as Class 1 Stones, one specific aspect in common - 
graves but not in graveyards, as such. These are located together in the top 
right hand side of the table: 
 

Class 1 Stones at these locations - “On a barrow or tumulus”, “Long cist 
capstone cover”, “Over a low rectangular cairn” and “Near a long cist” - 
have Pictish-Mithraic Symbols only. 

 
At these locations the Class 1 Stones have both Pictish-Mithraic and 
Celtic carved objects - “Side of irregular cist” and “Covering an 
inhumation burial”.  
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Of the locations with a “Cover of a cist-like structure” 3 have Pictish-
Mithraic Symbols only and 1 has both Pictish-Mithraic and Celtic carved 
objects. 

 
Maybe the association across these Stones and the difference versus Class 2 
Stones found in graveyards and churchyards is related to time period and 
methods of burial and original commemoration - arguably Bronze Age period, 
inhumation, sometimes with an urn etc. 
 
A challenge in those cases where a Symbol Stone is next to a burial place is to 
determine the likelihood of a Stone having been placed by an existing grave 
(and for what reason) or if the Stone might have acted as some sort of 
headstone in the way we would understand that nowadays. 
 
Looking at the similarities of certain locations 
 
Although there is a smaller range of “features of physical locations” for Class 2 
Stones it was found that each one also includes instances of Class 1 Stones - 
this was not anticipated. 
 
Features listed in the table immediately below are those that are highlighted in 
green above with the addition of the number of instances of Class 1 and Class 2 
Stones by each feature. 
 

Features of Physical Locations # Class 
1 

# Class 
2 

Church interior / foundations / wall 12 14 

Churchyard / graveyard 22 22 
Church or chapel nearby 9 10 

Manse 1 3 
In a field  18 3 

In foundations of buildings  1 2 

In water 1 1 
By / near water  35 23 

In a raised or open area 32 13 
 
Physical location features of “in, by or near water” and/or “in a raised or open 
area” are in addition to other aspects of locations. Comments on possible 
reasons may become clear once Ecclesiastical Settings are explored. 
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Ecclesiastical Settings for Class 1 and Class 2 Symbol Stones 
 
There is a set of “features” that can be considered to have some commonality 
in the context of an “ecclesiastical” association. Whilst that association is 
centred upon either current Christian church locations or others that have 
existed in relatively modern times, it is a useful grouping to try to understand 
why both Class 1 and Class 2 Stones variously find themselves in such places.  
 

Features of Physical Locations 
associated with “Ecclesiastical 
Settings” 

# Class 
1 

# Class 
2 

Church interior / foundations / wall 12 14 
Churchyard / graveyard 22 22 

Church or chapel nearby 9 10 

Manse 1 3 
Totals for these 4 “features” 44 49 

 
Interpreting the differences and similarities across locations 
 
It would be incorrect to think that the difference in the locations of Stones is 
simply that Class 1 are in one set of places and Class 2 in another - far from it - 
there is much commonality as can be seen in the analysis for those in 
“ecclesiastical settings”. Locations such as St Vigeans have both Class 1 and 
Class 2 Stones with being near water as an additional feature - and a 
topographically prominent location. These “additional” features themselves 
seem to have served people from different beliefs in choosing a place to 
pursue their beliefs - discussed in Chapter 10. 
 
Perhaps their being relatively portable prompted and enabled relocation of 
Stones to an adjacent church, incorporation into a wall, transfer to a museum, 
into a shelter etc. Of these Stones only Poolewe seems to have remained in its 
original location. 
 
In conclusion, having started to look for aspects pertinent only to the location 
of Class 2 Stones much was realised about Class 1 and Class 2 located together 
with some unanticipated outcomes such as the almost equal number of Class 1 
as Class 2 Stones at “ecclesiastical” places. However, there is still much scope 
to further analyse the material on the associated page Analysis of Range and 
Numbers of Symbols in Ecclesiastical Settings versus Total Numbers at the 
author’s website - www.pictishsymbolstones.com. 

http://www.pictishsymbolstones.com/
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6  -  “Strength” of Relationship between Carvings 
 

Determining whether the purpose of Class 2 Pictish Symbol Stones was to 
enable the transition from a form of Mithraism to Christianity is very 
dependent on understanding the meaning of the carvings. Much is based on 
interpreting the Pictish Symbols (especially the V-Rod & Crescent, Z-Rod & 
Double Disc and Pictish Beast) in the context of a belief – this has been done by 
the author with decodes for the key symbols at Chapter 2. 
 
Knowledge of Christian beliefs is established, well-known and extensively 
documented so interpretation, as such, is not required – examples of carvings 
referred to in Chapter 3 “Christian Crosses and Biblical Stories" graphically 
represent the beliefs. 
 
A challenge has been assessing the relationship portrayed by carved objects to 
decide, in effect, the “strength” between them. For example, in both beliefs a 
key tenet is the travel of the soul to heaven following a person’s death. In 
Christianity this is one of the fundamentals of the belief with a Cross 
prompting a reminder of that aspect. By decoding the Pictish Symbols in a 
Mithraic context the author has concluded that the arrow shapes in the V-Rod 
& Crescent represent the arrival of the soul on birth, into mortality, and its 
departure on death, into immortality (to heaven beyond the tangible 
universe). 
 
What has become apparent, for each Stone, is the varying “strength” of the 
relationship between the carvings for the two beliefs which can at best be 
“complementary” or at least suggesting an “implied acceptance“.  
 
This is now explored in more detail:- 
 
When deciding whether the carving of the Pictish-Mithraic and Christian 
objects could be regarded as “complementary” they had to meet criteria 
based on “meaning” and “placement”. Principally the objects had to have a 
“belief” context as mentioned above. From that the extent, or degree, of the 
meaning of the objects being complementary could be assessed. Some Class 2 
Stones also have depictions of biblical scenes and other Pictish-Mithraic 
carvings such as the Notched Rectangle representing a Roman Mithraic place 
of worship – reinforcing the respective beliefs and their complementary 
relationship.  
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A further indication of the complementary nature between beliefs could be the 
physical proximity of objects on a surface reflecting a deliberate positioning 
(especially when placed on the same side of a slab and more so if adjacent). In 
both beliefs the concept of the travel of the soul on death is a characteristic – 
so a V-Rod & Crescent by the arms of a Cross would suggest a greater 
“strength” of their complementary nature beyond just compatibility. 
 
If objects for one belief were placed on the opposite surface to the other belief 
then the relationship could be construed to be more “implied acceptance” 
than “complementary”. Whatever the reason for some carvings and 
placements showing some “implied acceptance” that does not detract from 
the prospect of the Stone functioning in way of “transition” between beliefs. 
 
An opinion could be that for someone, or some organisation, wanting to move 
followers of a Mithraic belief to the “new” Christian religion perhaps there was 
some reluctance to further recognising that existing belief; if that were the 
case then the Pictish Symbols would not have been accommodated. An 
alternative view could come from a Mithraic belief follower not fully 
embracing the new religion therefore not wishing current and new carved 
objects to be on the same Stone. Either of these situations could have resulted 
in Class 2 Stones not appearing – the fact that they have appeared tends to 
suggest that wholesale reluctance to change (either way) was not a factor. 
 
Of the Pictish-Mithraic and Christian carved objects on Class 2 Stones, 59% can 
be regarded as “complementary” and 41% as having an “implied acceptance”. 
A greater “strength” for being complementary can be reinforced in Stones 
where the style and execution of the carvings for both beliefs look as if they 
came from the same hand as in these examples: 
 
Brodie and St Vigeans 1 – although the Cross and Pictish-Mithraic carvings are 
on opposite sides these Stone qualify as “complementary” because the 
integrated nature of the ornate infill suggests the content, layout and style of 
carving was specifically decided upon either by the carver or whoever might 
have commissioned each Stone. 
 
Elgin – Pictish-Mithraic Symbols of Z-Rod & Double Disc and V-Rod & Crescent 
representing soul travel, universe, heaven beyond etc. seem to have been 
chosen to complement Christian beliefs represented by the Cross and the 
figures which are presumed to be the four evangelists. 
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Kinneddar 2 – despite being incomplete there are sufficient carvings to decide 
there is a complementary relationship between Pictish-Mithraic and Christian 
beliefs for this Stone reinforced by the integrated carving style on the same 
side. 
 
Shandwick – integration of the style across all the objects suggest this slab was 
designed and executed as a single piece with a complementary approach to 
representing Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs. 
 
A type of “sliding scale” has almost appeared from analysing the Stones in the 
context of the “belief” objects being complementary or having implied 
acceptance. There is not a third option of “neither” as all of the Class 2 Stones 
– by the nature of their classification as far back as Allen & Anderson (1903) – 
have carvings representing both beliefs. Taking the results for the 
“complementary” category, of the 37 Stones only 2 are not the strongest of 
examples – 35 are because they clearly meet the set out criteria. 
 
An assessment of “implied acceptance” is sometimes a result of Stones being 
incomplete, having fragmentary carvings or objects lacking prominence. For 
“implied acceptance” there is more variability – 21 show the characteristic 
components (limited prominence, restricted planning of layout, few carved 
objects, non-adjacent surface positioning etc.) for these Stones with 3 others 
showing more and 2 others showing less than an average. Nonetheless, there 
is no reason to suppose these Stones were not used to potentially transition 
from one belief to another. 
 
In addition 9 of the Class 2 Stones have carvings analysed as representing Celtic 
“attributes”. Interpretation of their selection of eagle and salmon carvings are 
considered to be complementary with Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs. 
For these 9 Stones the collective carvings reinforce the importance of Class 2 
Stones across beliefs that were pursued in their time period. The specific 
Stones are Glamis Hunter’s Hill, Glamis Manse 1, Golspie, Meigle 1 & 5, Nigg, 
St Vigeans 1 & 2 and Ulbster. 
 
In Chapter 8 “Synopsis and Evaluation by Stone” the degree of strength is 
indicated for each Stone. 
 

 

 

https://pictishsymbolstones.com/synopses-and-evaluations/
https://pictishsymbolstones.com/synopses-and-evaluations/
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7  -  Features of Class 2 Stone Locations 

Whilst interpretation of carvings is key to understanding the religious beliefs 
represented by the Symbol Stones, physical location of the Stones themselves 
may also have reflected their function in transitioning from one belief to 
another. Elements of the beliefs and how they were pursued can be seen in 
these three specific, physical features:- 
 

 Temples of Mithras (Mithraea) have generally been built by or near 
water, also water has a significant part within Christian religion; 

 Many Class 2 (and Class 1) Stones are in raised or open areas (for 
Pictish-Mithraism linking the carvings on a Stone with a skyward view), 
Christian churches usually have a prominent geographic position); 

 Stones at or near a church would strengthen the link between a Stone 
and Christian belief. 

 
In addition a non-physical feature, an association with a Saint, could 
arguably reinforce the importance of a physical location. 

 
Each Class 2 Stone has been investigated to identify these “features” – only 1 
has none! 
 

 ←    Physical Location      →  

Stone Name 
By, in or 

near 
water 

In raised or 
open area 

At/near 
a Church 

Association 
with a Saint 

Aberlemno Church Yes − Yes − 

Aberlemno Roadside 2 Yes Yes Yes − 

Alyth Yes − Yes Moluag 

Balluderon − − − Martin 

Birse − − Yes − 

Brodie (Rodney Stone) Yes − Yes − 

Cossans Yes Yes − Orland 

Deer Abbey − − Yes Drostan 

Dunfallandy Yes − Yes − 

Dyce 2 − − Yes Fergus 

Eassie Yes − Yes − 

Elgin − − Yes − 

Formaston − − Yes − 

Fordoun Yes − Yes Palladius 

Fowlis Wester Yes Yes −   

Gask − − ? − 
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 ←    Physical Location      →  

Stone Name 
By, in or 

near 
water 

In raised or 
open area 

At/near 
a Church 

Association 
with a Saint 

Gellyburn, Murthly Yes − − − 

Glamis, Hunter’s Hill − Yes − − 

Glamis Manse 1 Yes − ? − 

Glenferness Yes Yes − − 

Golspie Yes − Yes − 

Hilton of Cadboll − − Yes − 

Kingoldrum Yes − Yes Medan 

Kinneddar 2 − − Yes − 

Kirriemuir 1 & 2 − − Yes − 

Largo − Yes − − 

Logierait 1 & 2 Yes − Yes − 

Logie Wester Yes − Yes − 

Maiden Stone − Yes − − 

Meigle 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7 Yes − Yes − 

Migvie − − Yes Finnan 

Monifieth 1 & 2 
− − Yes 

Regulus / 
Rule 

Monymusk Yes − − − 

Nigg − − Yes − 

Pabbay − − Yes − 

Raasay Yes Yes − − 

Rosemarkie − − Yes − 

Rossie Priory Yes − Yes − 

Scoonie − − Yes − 

Shandwick − Yes ? − 

Skinnet Chapel − − Yes − 

St. Madoes Yes − Yes − 

St. Vigeans 1, 2, 4 & 6 Yes Yes Yes Vigean 

Strathmartine Kirkyard 
3, 4, 5, 6 

− − Yes − 

Tarbat − − Yes − 

Tealing − − Yes Boniface 

Ulbster − − Yes Martin 

Wester Denoon Yes − − − 

Woodwrae − − − − 
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Stones by, in or near Water 

Proximity to water can have several purposes including access for travel or 
moving materials, refreshment or spiritualistic purposes. Water is variously 
used, dependent on belief set, for baptism (partial or immersive), ritual 
washing, purification, connecting with others, creating relationships etc. Those 
Stones that are located by or near water have the name of the river etc. 
included. Maybe courses were different 1300+ years ago! 
 
23 Class 2 Stone locations have been identified being by, in or near water:- 
 

Aberlemno Church Aberlemno Roadside Alyth Brodie 

Cossans Dunfallandy Eassie Fordoun 

Fowlis Wester Gellyburn, Murthly Glamis Manse Glenferness 

Golspie Kingoldrum Logierait Logie Wester 

Meigle Monymusk Raasay Rossie Priory 

St. Madoes St. Vigeans Wester Denoon  

 

Aberlemno Church is standing at the church and is near the River South Esk. 
 
Aberlemno Roadside 2 is in an open area by the roadside and is near the River 
South Esk. 
 
Alyth is near Alyth Burn. 
 
Brodie - “Rodney’s Stone” was by Muckle Burn when at its original location of 
the old church graveyard at Dyke. 
 
Cossans is near Dean Water (south), Loch of Forfar (north east) and several 
burns. 
 
Dunfallandy is located near the River Tummel possibly at or near its original 
location. However, in some texts there is a choice for the original location - 
either in the ruins of a chapel 1 mile SW of Killiecrankie or near the (no longer 
existent) chapel at Dunfallandy. 
 
Eassie was found in the bank of the Eassie Burn by the old parish church. 
 
Fordoun, Auchenblae is by the Luther Water (aka River Luther). 
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Fowlis Wester was alleged originally to have been at a site at Bal na Croik at 
the mouth of the Sma’ Glen therefore in an open area in the vicinity of the 
River Almond. 
 
Gellyburn, Murthly had been built into a Gellyburn village house wall and 
found during building works in 1949, now in Perth Museum. There is no 
historical record of its original location. However, as with other Gellyburn 
stones, it may have come from an early church site located close to the 
confluence of the Gelly Burn with the River Tay. 
 
Glamis Manse (aka Glamis Manse 1) may have been in a part of the 
churchyard which is near Glamis Burn. Currently it stands in the front garden of 
Glamis manse. 
 
Glenferness was moved closer to Glenferness House clear of flooding as it was 
by a bend in the River Findhorn. 
 
Golspie (Class 2) was found in 1776 in the graveyard where it had been used as 
a recumbent gravestone. This location is near the Sea and Golspie Burn. The 
Stone is now in Dunrobin Museum. 
  
Kingoldrum is by Cromie Burn. 
 
Logierait is by the River Tay and near the River Tummel - two Stones have been 
discovered. 
 
Logie Wester, Conon Bridge was found in 2019 at the burial ground of an early 
Christian church site near the River Conon. 
 
Meigle Museum has 6 Class 2 Stones from an area near the River Isla. 
 
Monymusk was found in a field to the south of the River Don around 1800. 
 
Raasay 1 was found near to the Sound of Raasay. 
 
Rossie Priory was found in the old burial ground of Rossie before 1867 and is 
now in a private mortuary chapel in what was Rossie Church which is close to 
Rossie Burn. 
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St Madoes was found in a kirkyard near Cairnie Pow which flows into the River 
Tay at Inchyra. 
 
St Vigeans 1, 2, 4 and 6 are the slabs and fragments from the site of the old 
church which was built on a glacial mound by the Brothock Water. 
 
Wester Denoon was discovered in 1992 during ploughing in the vicinity of 
Denoon Burn, now in Meffan Museum, Forfar. 
 

For the 23 Stone locations above, 19 are identified with their original position 
near water and the Stones are either still there or have been moved to safer 
ground (such as Glenferness) or for other unspecified reasons. Instances such 
as Fowlis Wester and Gellyburn have only prospective original locations. 
 

Any perceived “significance” for these Stones being close to water is 
specifically considered in the context of religious belief and practice. For 
example baptism in Christianity and the proximity with water for Temples of 
Mithras. As such the specific locations reinforce their use as a gathering place 
for pursuing a religious belief: 
 

 For Mithraism this has been described by the author as an “Outdoor 
Mithraeum” whereby the Symbol Stone is the terrestrial part of the 
Mithraeum with its skyward view towards the planets and celestial 
sphere. 

 For Christianity the use of a Stone with a Cross would have served as an 
outside place of assembly for worship later progressing indoors to a 
church. Of the 23 identified locations above 16 are near churches. 

 

 

Stones in a raised or open area 
 

When reviewing the physical locations of Class 2 Stones 10 were found to be 
very visible being in a raised or open area. Physical presence suggests 
relevance. In the context of Pictish-Mithraism this could be significant linking 
what is represented by specific carvings (including the V-Rod & Crescent, Z-Rod 
& Double Disc and the Pictish Beast) with a skyward view. For Christianity 
many churches have a prominent geographic position - some perhaps 
inherited from the location of a Class 2 Stone. 
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 ←    Physical Location      →  

Stone Name 
In raised 
or open 

area 

By, in or 
near water 

At/near 
a Church 

Association 
with a Saint 

Aberlemno Roadside 2 Yes Yes Yes − 

Cossans Yes Yes − Orland 

Fowlis Wester Yes Yes −   

Glamis, Hunter’s Hill Yes − − − 

Glenferness Yes Yes − − 

Largo Yes − − − 

Maiden Stone Yes − − − 

Raasay Yes Yes − − 

Shandwick Yes − ? − 

St. Vigeans 1, 2, 4 & 6 Yes Yes Yes Vigean 

 
Of these 10 Stones in a raised or open area, 6 are by, in or near water of which 
2 are at or near a church and 2 have an association with a Saint. Only 4 have 
being in a raised or open area as their only "feature". Aberlemno Roadside 2 
has all 3 physical features and the St Vigeans 1, 2, 4 & 6 location has all 3 
physical features plus association with a Saint. So a first observation concerns 
these two locations with Stones "at or near a church" arguably strengthening 
the link between a Stone and Christian belief. The additional feature of "by, in 
or near water" is important for the practice of both Pictish-Mithraic and 
Christian beliefs. 
 
Maybe the open area location for Aberlemno Roadside 2 has some relevance 
to the hunting scene (perhaps it occurred there or nearby). It is certainly 
widely visible giving it prominence and would have served a Pictish-Mithraic 
believer as an Open Air Mithraeum with the combination of Symbols and a 
complementary skyward view. 
 
For St Vigeans the prominence of the location is accentuated by a church built 
on a glacial mound - even before the church the location for Stones would 
have been impressive not least with Brothock Water at its base. Importance of 
the location is reinforced with a Saint association - Vigeans (St Feichin of Irish 
origin who died in 664).  
 
Although Cossans has an association with a Saint it is not known why it is 
named after St Orland (whoever he was?). This Stone is isolated in low lying 
fields so maybe not giving high visibility - it is near Dean Water (south), Loch of 
Forfar (north east) and several burns. 
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Fowlis Wester (allegedly from an open area at the mouth of the Sma' Glen), 
Glenferness (moved from a bend on the River Findhorn) and Raasay (found 
near to the Sound of Raasay) have water connections and prospectively were 
in open rather than more prominent locations. 
 
This leaves 4 locations that have "in a raised or open area" as their only specific 
feature - Glamis Hunter's Hill (on a hillside) may well have been more open 
countryside when first erected, Largo was discovered during quarrying on 
Norrie's Law suggesting an open hillside position, Maiden Stone is also in an 
open hillside position and Shandwick is in a very visible position on a hillside. 
Each of these 4 Stones is basically isolated, not near a current church nor a 
water feature. What they have in common is basically being isolated, "not near 
a formal belief structure" nor near a water feature. In the author's analysis 
they each have complementary Pictish-Mithraic and Christian carvings making 
them strong contenders as "transition" Stones - isolated locations seemingly 
are not a barrier and may be a feature in themselves. 
 
 

Stones at or near a Church 
 

In the Initial Investigations into the range of Physical Locations for Class 2 
Stones two groups of broad locations became apparent – those that are at a 
church, churchyard, manse or a church/chapel is nearby and those that are 
not! Altogether there are 12 such Stones (each having other “features” of Class 
2 Stones) – over half are close to water, a third are in a raised or open area and 
(perhaps surprisingly) 2 have an association with a Saint. 
 
Stones that clearly are “not at or near a church” are these locations:- 
 

Balluderon Cossans Fowlis Wester Gellyburn, Murthly 

Glamis, Hunter’s Hill Glenferness Largo Maiden Stone 

Monymusk Raasay Wester Denoon Woodwrae 

 
Despite each of the Stones above “not being at or near a church” it is clear, 
from the investigations, that there is no reason to assume that they could not 
have been used in the full sense of Transition Stones. Information about 3 
other locations – Gask (found in a field between Gask House and Gask church), 
Glamis Manse 1 (may have been in part of a churchyard) and Shandwick (a 
burial ground nearby last used in 1832) – is less certain. 
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For those 34 Stones that are “at or near a church” several have combinations 
with other features – 12 have an “association with a Saint”, 14 are “by, in or 
near water” and 2 are “in a raised or open area”. Aberlemno Roadside 2 (near 
the River South Esk) and St Vigeans (by Brothock Water) are the 2 “in a raised 
or open area”. Additional features may add to the prominence of a location 
but the prime consideration here is estimating the relationship between Stone 
and church – some are co-location others “nearby”. Where a Stone has been 
found in graveyard, such as Brodie (Rodney Stone) or Golspie, an association 
with a church is assumed.  
 
Overall there could fairly be an assumption that the location is not just 
coincidental and the built place of worship was constructed sometime after 
the Stone’s erection, the Stone having previously served as an outdoors place 
of worship. 
 
 
 
 

Association with a Saint 
 

An association with a Saint seems to add importance to a site but is it for a 
Stone or a church? A dating prospect for a location is also explored. 
 
 

Alyth - Moluag Balluderon - Martin Cossans - Orland Deer Abbey - Drostan 

Dyce - Fergus Fordoun - Palladius Kingoldrum - Medan Migvie - Finnan 

Monifieth - Regulus St. Vigeans - Vigean Tealing - Boniface Ulbster - Martin 
 

Of these, 10 are at or near a church with Balluderon and Cossans as the 

exceptions. Perhaps the association with a Saint might give an indication of the 

date for a Symbol Stone. 

 

Alyth - St Moluag. Ruins remain of a church which was built on the site of a 
sixth-century church dedicated to St Moluag (also known as Lugg, Moloc and 
other Irish and Latin names) who died in 592. Several churches were dedicated 
to this Saint in Pictland (particularly in the vicinity of Rhynie), Ireland and the 
Isle of Man. If the Stone was carved in St Moluag’s lifetime or soon after then it 
dates to late 6th / early 7th century serving in way of “transition” between 
Mithraic and Christian beliefs. 
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Balluderon - St Martin. This is not near a belief structure (church, graveyard 
etc.) but is a clear example of a Transition Stone. Although it is also known as 
St Martin’s Stone the association seems undocumented. Martin was a Roman 
soldier who became Bishop of Tours in 371 and was widely venerated across 
Europe. His association with churches in Scotland goes back to St Columba. 
This information does not help to date the Stone as it is not near a church - a 
possible dating could be to the time of St Columba in the late 6th century but 
that is rather tenuous. 
 
Cossans - St Orland. A very clear example of a Transition Stone that is not near 
a belief structure (church, graveyard etc.). It is not known why the Stone is 
named after St Orland - whoever he was? 
 
Deer Abbey - St Drostan. St Drostan sailed from Ireland to Scotland around 
563 with St Columba who seemingly appointed him abbot of Deer Abbey. This 
suggests an earliest timeframe in the latter part of the 6th century for dating 
this Stone. 
 
Dyce - St Fergus. Although there may be an 8th century association with St 
Fergus the style of the Cross with "Stafford Knots" allegedly dates it to the 
Anglo-Saxon 7th century period. 
 
Fordoun - St Palladius. This Saint is regarded as the first Christian missionary to 
northern Scotland with a chapel which he built on a knoll in the mid-400s, later 
housing his relics. He preceded St Columba (in Scotland in the latter part of the 
6th century). If the association with the Saint was in his lifetime then this tends 
to date this Stone to the 5th century perhaps marking a relatively early attempt 
to transition from a Pictish-Mithraic belief. 
 
Kingoldrum - St Medan. Relevance to St Medan is unclear - to the extent that 
there were male and female versions but in different time periods. There is a 
figure in a long robe sitting on a chair on this Stone - could this represent the 
Saint? 
 
Migvie - St Finnan. The original church (all that remains is a slight mound) was 
dedicated to St Finnan who was one of the early Celtic missionaries. He died in 
661. There is currently no evidence to conclude the first church was erected in 
St Finnan’s lifetime. However, the Symbol Stone could well have been erected 
before the church giving a prospective 7th century date. 
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Monifieth - St Regulus. A Saint association is with St Regulus (aka St Rule) who 
was the 4th century monk or bishop of Patras, Greece who is said to have fled 
to Scotland in 345 with the bones of St Andrew. From a Wikipedia entry, that 
timing is unclear as the Saint was supposed to have given relics of St Andrew to 
King Óengus 1 who was in power from 732 to 761 - beyond the Saint’s lifetime 
by nearly 400 years. 
 
St. Vigeans - St Vigean. Also known as St Feichen - of Irish origin - St Vigean 
died in 664. Seemingly there is no evidence of his having visited Scotland but 
followers of his cult may have founded a monastery at St Vigeans in the 8th 
century. 
 
Tealing - St Boniface. Although the church was dedicated to St Peter, it was 
seemingly founded by St Boniface (672 to 754) in 710 - he founded 150 
churches in N E Scotland. Arguably the Symbol Stone preceded the church - 
prospectively giving it a 7th century date. 
 
Ulbster - St Martin. A mausoleum occupies the site of St Martin’s chapel but 
seemingly stones from the older chapel were not incorporated in its 
construction - dating of the chapel is currently not possible. A reason why this 
church has an association with St Martin is not clear but he had and still has a 
high profile - 11 Nov is Martinmas. He was a Roman soldier who became 
Bishop of Tours in 371 and was widely venerated across Europe. Maybe his 
association with churches in Scotland goes back to St Columba who erected a 
church in Ireland to St Martin; there is a St Martin’s cross on Iona. 
 

 

Association with a Saint - a dating prospect? 

 
Options for dating include - during a Saint’s lifetime, dedication shortly after 
death and related to a later event. Linking to the building date of an original 
church would, most likely, reveal the most accurate and earliest dates. 
However, there are instances where a more recent church has replaced an 
earlier one or an original structure has been expanded or reconfigured and a 
misleading date could result - particularly if the association with a Saint is 
specific to a later structure. From the information above there are 8 locations 
which produce tenable dates. Through time the thought of a Saint being linked 
to a location - whether Stone or church - might have become clouded. 
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An example of the need for care in interpreting material is in Dyce - St Fergus 
where there may be an 8th century association with St Fergus but the style of 
the Cross with "Stafford Knots" allegedly dates the Symbol Stone to the Anglo-
Saxon 7th century period. Also in the Migvie - St Finnan example where there 
is no directly relevant association between the Saint and the Stone. 
 
From the above, an association with a Saint to a date for a Class 2 Stone covers 
the period from the 5th to 7th century. Clearest information comes from Alyth - 
St Moluag - if the Stone was carved in St Moluag’s lifetime or soon after then it 
dates to late 6th / early 7th century serving in way of “transition” between 
Mithraic and Christian beliefs. And from Fordoun - St Palladius - if the 
association with the Saint was in his lifetime then this tends to date this Stone 
to the 5th century perhaps marking a relatively early attempt to transition from 
a Pictish-Mithraic belief. 
 
Overall perhaps a perceived association with a Saint is more with a Stone than 
a church. Conversely, collectively the Saint associations for these Stones 
suggests, for some, a broad dating for a move from outdoors to indoors 
worship on the basis that the Saint association is with a church not a Stone. 
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8  -  Synopsis and Evaluation by Stone 
 

The following pages provide a synopsis for each prospective Transition Stone - 
by Stone name, Site Reference (note 1 below), where found (and current 
location if different), details of carvings, “strength” of relationship between 
Pictish-Mithraic & Christian objects (whether complementary, having “implied 
acceptance” or neither) and - as applicable - proximity to water; whether in an 
open or raised area; at or near a church; any association with a Saint [these 
four features were explored above in “features of locations”].  
An individual evaluation is made on the extent of a Stone functioning as a 
“transition” Stone from Mithraism to Christianity. This is based on an 
assessment of the relationship between Pictish-Mithraic & Christian carved 
objects and geographic location. 
 
Aberlemno Church NO55NW 26 is standing at the church and is near the River 
South Esk. 
 
If the Battle of Dunnichen is the scene on the reverse side then the Stone dates 
to post 685. Above this scene (almost in an upper register) is a Pictish-Mithraic 
Triple Disc and Z-Rod & Notched Rectangle. On the Cross side is an array of 
carvings that are of a similar design to intertwined animals that can be seen in 
the Victoria and Albert museum, London on the cast of a doorway of an 11th 
century church in Ulnes, Norway.  
 
With the Cross on one side and the Pictish-Mithraic Symbols on the other there 
seems to be “implied acceptance” of Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs. The 
Stone could have satisfied all the purposes of a Transition Stone.  
 

 
Aberlemno Roadside 2 NO55NW 8 is in an open area by the roadside and is 
near the River South Esk.  
 
Pictish-Mithraic Symbols are placed prominently above an extensive hunting 
scene - maybe this open area location has some relevance to the hunting scene 
(perhaps it was there or nearby). With the Cross side carved in a higher relief 
format than the reverse a greater importance could have been intended. 
  
For the reverse it would be speculative to assess whether, by design or 
importance, the Pictish-Mithraic objects were placed above the hunting scene 
or the hunting scene below the Z-Rod & Double Disc and V-Rod & Crescent. 
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However, there are instances - on Class 1 Stones around 20 - where the V-Rod 
& Crescent is at the top arguably making a link between the meaning of the 
Symbol and the skyward view towards heaven.  
 
Christian belief is represented not just by the Cross but also the depiction of 
the biblical story of David rending the jaws of the lion.  
 
With the Z-Rod & Double Disc plus the V-Rod & Crescent on this Stone 
embodying many of the beliefs in Mithraism - not least the travel of the soul 
from and to heaven (as in Christian belief) and the structure of the universe 
with heaven beyond - the meanings of the carvings are clearly complementary. 
This is a very good example of a Transition Stone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Aberlemno Roadside 2 
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Alyth NO24NW 14 was dug up in the manse garden in 1887 and is now in the 
church porch. 
 
A simply carved Stone with designs in a style not seen anywhere else suggests 
local interpretation for the Z-Rod & Double Disc and tenon-footed Cross. It is 
near Alyth Burn. 
 
Ruins remain of a church which was built on the site of a sixth-century church 
dedicated to St Moluag (also known as Lugg, Moloc and other Irish and Latin 
names) who died in 592. 
 
Several churches were dedicated to this Saint in Pictland (particularly in the 
vicinity of Rhynie), Ireland and the Isle of Man. If the Stone was carved in St 
Moluag’s lifetime or soon after then it dates to the late 6th / early 7th century. 
Had it been carved later then a more ornate, relief style would have been 
likely.  
 
Not just a Transition Stone with “implied acceptance” of Pictish-Mithraic and 
Christian beliefs but also a location where the place of worship appears to have 
moved from outdoors to indoors about 1400/1500 years ago. 
 
 

Balluderon NO33NE 2 is the lower part of a fragmentary cross-slab also known 
as St Martin’s Stone. It is in a field. Despite not being near a belief location, the 
Stone is associated with St Martin - a well-known (and well documented) Saint. 
One of the horsemen on this Stone is framed within the lower arm of the Cross 
- perhaps St Martin?  
 
Constellation connections can be made between the Serpent (as Hydra) and 
the Pictish Beast (as Capricornus) so these two Symbols are complementary to 
one another and maybe to the Christian belief regarding the travel of the soul. 
It is one of two Stones not near a church - but having a Saint’s name associated 
- the other is Cossans. 
 
Despite being fragmentary there is, therefore, enough to confirm the carving 
of Pictish-Mithraic and Christian belief symbols but more as “implied 
acceptance” than complementary. Although it is in a field and not near any 
belief structure there is no reason to consider it did not function as a Transition 
Stone.  
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Birse NO59NE 18.02 is near the site of a medieval church, built into the garden 
wall of a former manse. There is “implied acceptance” of Pictish-Mithraic and 
Christian beliefs with the double sided Comb being the only clear carving and 
the assumption that a decorative volute formed part of a Cross. Not a strong 
example of a means of explaining transition. 
 
 

 Brodie - “Rodney’s Stone” was by 
Muckle Burn when at its original 
location of the old church 
graveyard at Dyke; National Grid 
Reference NH 9842 5766. It is 
currently beside the drive into 
Brodie Castle with Site Reference 
NH95NE 3.  
 

Although the Cross is on one side 
and the Pictish-Mithraic Symbols 

on the reverse the style of the ornate infill suggests they were made by the 
same accomplished carver. This might suggest the content, layout and style of 
carving was specifically decided upon either by the carver or whoever might 
have commissioned the Stone.  
 
Concentric circles are usually very clear in the Double Disc structure so the 
earth / planets / celestial sphere explanation would not have been 
accompanied by a visual aid. Despite that a connection between Pictish-
Mithraic and Christian beliefs regarding travel to heaven on death can be made 
with the Pictish Beast (Capricornus at the gate to heaven).  
 
Of interest is the positioning of the Hippocamp pair above the Pictish Beast - 
both are based on a fusion between a four legged animal and a fish 
demonstrating someone had much knowledge about these creatures. So far 
the relevance of Hippocamps on Symbol Stones has not been decoded.  
 
Ogham text is a later addition to the short edges of this Stone.  
 
Overall it seems that this Stone was specifically created as a Transition Stone. 
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Cossans, the so-called “St Orlands Stone” NO54SW 4 is near Dean Water 
(south), Loch of Forfar (north east) and several burns. It is isolated in low lying 
fields. 
 

Connections between Pictish-Mithraic 
belief (the V-Rod reinforced by the 
Double Disc representation of the  
earth, planets and celestial sphere to 
heaven and the travel of the soul) 
carved on one side and Christianity  
alluded to by the Cross (the hereafter 
etc.) are strong. The Cross occupies  
the whole of the other side. 
It would be speculative to assess 
whether, as with Aberlemno Roadside 
2 (above), the Pictish-Mithraic objects 
on the reverse were deliberately  
placed above the hunting scene or the 

hunting scene deliberately below the Z-Rod & Double Disc and V-Rod & 
Crescent. 
 

This is a multi-use stone with hunting figures, 6 figures in a boat, a beast with 
exaggerated claws attacking a bull or cow and interlaced animals with the 
Cross. It is not known why the Stone is named after St Orland - whoever he 
was? It is one of two Stones not near a church - but having a Saint’s name 
associated - the other is Balluderon. 
 
Because of the connection between Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs this 
tilts the evaluation to "complementary" despite the different carvings not 
being adjacent as in other less crowded Stones - but that may well have been 
for a specific reason. Comparing the format of the main surfaces there is 
deeper relief carving around the Cross with its outer edges well squared off - 
maybe not all the work was done at the same time or by the same hand. This is 
a very clear example of a Transition Stone that is not near a belief structure 
(church, graveyard etc.). 
 

Deer Abbey NJ94NE 5 was first recorded around 1850 standing close to Deer 
Abbey supposedly built into the foundation of a nearby lodge later in that 
century. Currently there is no trace of the Stone.  
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From old sketches which appeared in John Stuart's 1856 publication 'The 
Sculptured Stones of Scotland' it was arguably Class 2 with Pictish-Mithraic and 
Christian symbols. With a V-Rod and Crescent and un-decoded Symbol carved 
upside down versus the Cross on the other side it has been suggested in 
Canmore that the Cross was a later addition to a Class 1 Stone.   
 

The Cross could have been added around the time of Drostan as the missionary 
centre was being established. The abbey as a Cistercian monastery was 
founded in 1219 from previous ruins. Prospectively a Transition Stone. 
 

Dunfallandy NN95NW 29 is currently near the River Tummel. Apparently there 
is a choice for the original location - either in the ruins of a chapel 1 mile SW of 
Killiecrankie on the west bank of the River Garry or near the chapel at 
Dunfallandy. This Stone has one of the most complex mixes of carvings of any 
across Pictland - as such it is considered in more detail in the Annexe below. 
 
Although the 5 Pictish-Mithraic Symbols are carved one side of the slab and the 
Christian belief is represented on the other the meaning of the Symbols makes 
the relationship with the Christian symbolism complementary. Christian 
context is reinforced by biblical stories - Jonah and the whale plus St Paul & St 
Antony. A clear example of a Stone with content recording two beliefs - stand 
alone, complementary and enabling a transition walk through. 
 
 

Dyce NJ81NE 8 has two Stones in a shelter by the 
old church that had been built into the kirkyard 
dyke at St Fergus Church - one Class 1 and one 
Class 2. There is an 8th century association with St 
Fergus who died around 730. 
 
Dyce 2 is a very good example of a Transition Stone 
with the Pictish-Mithraic Mirror Case, V-Rod & 
Crescent and Z-Rod & Double Disc symbols for soul 
travel, universe, heaven beyond etc. perhaps being 
specifically chosen to complement Christian beliefs. 
Consistency of the decoration in the Pictish-
Mithraic Symbols suggests some integration of 
designs. There is also Ogham carving. 
 
This style of floriated Cross with "Stafford Knots" 
allegedly dates it to the Anglo-Saxon 7th century period. 
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Eassie NO34NE 4 was found in the bank of a burn by the old parish church in 
late 18th century, now in an enclosure in the shell of Eassie Old Parish Church.  
 
With the Pictish Beast representing Capricorn marking the return of the soul to 
heaven upon death and the Double Disc showing the earth, planets and 
celestial sphere towards heaven, there are strong resemblances to Christian 
belief which is reinforced with the inclusion of two angels (considered to be 
intermediaries between God or Heaven and humanity). There is a variety of 
animals on both sides, people walking (one on each side of the slab), 3 
cloaked/robed figures together on the reverse near a tree which is so far un-
decoded. Although the animal carvings are in a similar style, the Cross is carved 
much more ornately than the Pictish-Mithraic Symbols. 
 
Overall the function as a Transition Stone is clear with the Pictish-Mithraic and 
Christian beliefs in a complementary fashion. It has had a multi-use function. 
 
Elgin NJ26SW 2 was originally unearthed in 1823 near St Giles Kirk, Elgin and 
moved to the nave of the ruined Elgin Cathedral. 
 
It looks like the Pictish-Mithraic Symbols - Z-Rod & Double 
Disc and V-Rod & Crescent representing soul travel, 
universe, heaven beyond etc. - were chosen to complement 
Christian beliefs represented by the Cross and the figures 
which are presumed to be the four evangelists. Animals, 
birds and people on horseback on the reverse make up a 
hunting scene; there are interlaced animals below the 
Cross.  
 
Despite being very weathered this slab is an excellent 
example of a Transition Stone showing complementary 
Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs clearly carved in an 
integrated style. 
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Fordoun, Auchenblae NO77NW 3.2 is by 
the Luther Water (aka River Luther).  It 
was used as paving in the old church and 
under the base of the pulpit of the 1788 
church and is now in the vestibule of the 
new kirk.   
 
There is “implied acceptance” of the 
Pictish-Mithraic (Z-Rod & Double Disc) 
and Christian (Greek style Cross) carvings. 
Beyond the belief purpose of the Stone 
there is a hunting scene and horseman 
with a spear, a fish monster, Ogham and 
text. 
 
St Palladius is regarded as the first Christian missionary to northern Scotland 
with a chapel which he built on a knoll in the mid-400s, later housing his relics. 
He preceded St Columba (who was in Scotland in the latter part of the 6th 
century). If the association with the Saint was in the Saint’s time then this 
tends to date the Fordoun Stone to the 5th century. Perhaps the Stone enabled 
Pictish-Mithraic belief to be followed whilst Christianity was established and 
people moved over to the new belief. If so this marks a relatively early attempt 
to transition from a Pictish-Mithraic belief.  
 
Its geographically prominent location was probably significant not only in 
terms of belief (clear view to the sky and heaven beyond) but physically as a 
gathering place - initially outdoors then indoors. 
 
With the Stone having spent so much time under and in churches at this site it 
arguably had no iconography that was a threat to Christian belief and maybe 
had been treated particularly positively because of the Cross on its surface.  
 
 

Formaston, Aboyne NJ50SW 1 was found in the churchyard shortly prior to 
1887 and can now be seen in Victory Hall, Aboyne. Being fragmentary there is 
insufficient carving to evaluate other than “implied acceptance” of Pictish-
Mithraic and Christian beliefs. 
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Fowlis Wester NN92SW 5 was alleged originally to have been at a site at Bal na 
Croik at the mouth of the Sma’ Glen therefore in an open area in the vicinity of 
the River Almond. It is now in the parish church having been in the village 
square where there is a replica.  
 
What appears to be a hunting scene is mixed in with a group of warriors and a 
cow with a bell around its neck. Although the Pictish-Mithraic symbols are on 
the reverse together they complement the Christian belief i.e. travel of the 
soul and a pathway to heaven - it is a Transition Stone. 
 
 

Gask NN91NE 26 stood in a field between Gask House and Gask Church and 
was moved to the grounds of Moncreiffe House. It is also known as the Bore 
Stone or Boar Stone (some animals look like boars) with a complex variety of 
carvings. The biblical story is seemingly David the Lion-killer, maybe there are 
other depictions. The Pictish-Mithraic Symbol is between a person on 
horseback and an unidentified animal - possibly suggesting that the Z-Rod & 
Serpent carving was not planned in with a prominent profile suggesting only 
“implied acceptance” for Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs. 
 
 

Gellyburn, Murthly NO03NE 1 had been built into a 
Gellyburn village house wall and found during building 
works in 1949, now in Perth Museum. There is no historical 
record of its original location. The village is by the River Tay. 
 
The Pictish-Mithraic carvings have been created in the area, 
on one side, corresponding with the lower shaft of the Cross 
on the other side with the upper portion of the V-Rod and 
Crescent set into the lower part of the central circles of the 
Cross (which are holes through the slab). The Pictish-
Mithraic symbols seem to be well integrated both in positioning and carving 
making this a good example of a Transition Stone with complementary Pictish-
Mithraic and Christian beliefs. 
 
 

Glamis, Hunter’s Hill NO34NE 17 is in situ on the north slope of Hunter’s Hill 
near Glamis Village. This appears to be a re-used Class 1 Stone i.e. it has had 
the Christian Cross and an angel added making it into Class 2 - a similar 
background is apparent for Glamis Manse 1. 
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Incise carved on the undressed side are a serpent alone, an undefined animal 
and part of a Mirror Symbol. Two diverse interpretations can be made of the 
serpent - Pictish-Mithraic and as a set of Constellations (principally Hydra - the 
serpent forms a connection between Cancer and Capricorn as the gateways of 
the soul). Because the Mirror portrays the Zodiac then the Serpent and Mirror 
complement one another suggesting they were carved in the same time period 
i.e. as part of the original Class 1 Stone. Turning to the relief carved Cross side - 
the Christian belief is reinforced by the angel on the top left with the Triple 
Disc being the only Pictish-Mithraic Symbol on this side but, in interpretation, 
relating to the Serpent on the other side. Positioning and carving style of the 
Triple Disc suggests it was done with the Cross and other objects rather than 
the in the time of the objects on the other side. 
 
Overall this Stone portrays complementary Celtic, Pictish-Mithraic and 
Christian beliefs so has functioned in the Transition between Pictish-Mithraic 
and Christian beliefs having started as a stone serving a purpose for Pictish-
Mithraic beliefs (and Celtic) arguably centuries before. 
 
Glamis Manse (aka Glamis Manse 1) NO34NE 2 may have been in a part of the 
churchyard, it stands in the front garden of Glamis manse. This appears to be a 
re-used Class 1 Stone i.e. it has had the Christian Cross added making it into 
Class 2 - a similar background is apparent for Glamis, Hunters Hill. In common 
with Glamis, Hunter's Hill are the Pictish-Mithraic Triple Disc and Mirror 
objects with Christian belief linkages. The purpose for carving the remaining 
objects and their meaning and whether the cauldron represents a biblical story 
are unclear. 
 
Incise carved on the undressed side are a Serpent alone, a salmon and a Mirror 
Symbol. Two diverse interpretations can be made of the serpent - Pictish-
Mithraic and Celtic. As a set of Constellations (principally Hydra) the serpent 
forms a connection between Cancer and Capricorn (the gateways of the soul). 
Because the Mirror portrays the Zodiac then the Serpent and Mirror 
complement one another suggesting they were carved in the same time period 
i.e. as part of the original Class 1 Stone. In Celtic mythology the salmon can 
represent wisdom and esoteric knowledge; maybe this can be associated with 
physical aspects of the salmon's travel and life cycle (from birth to death) 
giving a complementary linkage with both Pictish-Mithraic and Christian 
beliefs. 
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Turning to the relief carved Cross side - the Triple Disc is the only Pictish-
Mithraic Symbol on this side but, in interpretation, relating to the Serpent on 
the other side. Positioning and carving style of the Triple Disc suggests it was 
done with the Cross and other objects rather than in the time of the objects on 
the other side. There is a range of objects either side of the Cross including a 
centaur with axe, axe wielding people, deer’s (maybe hound’s) head, cauldron 
with protruding legs and a beast with exaggerated claws. 
 

  
 
Overall Glamis Manse, like Glamis, Hunter’s Hill portrays complementary 
Celtic, Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs so has functioned in the Transition 
between Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs having started as a Stone 
serving a purpose for Pictish-Mithraic beliefs (and Celtic) arguably centuries 
before. 
 
 
Glenferness NH94SW 10 was moved closer to Glenferness House clear of 
flooding by a bend in the River Findhorn. Both sides are relief carved and 
generally very worn. 
 
The large Pictish-Beast and Z-Rod & Double Disc dominate one side - addition 
of a second Pictish Beast does not seem to be significant albeit the direction is 
the reverse of the large one. There is also a V-Rod & Crescent on this side plus 
a hooded crossbow man with hound are seen in the context of a hunting 
scene. Two figures on the Cross side are either embracing or fighting. Much of 
the Cross side is given up to sworl style carving so the Cross is small in the top 
of the broken slab. 
 
Proportionately a lot of space is given to the Pictish-Mithraic Symbols and non-
religious designs but, overall, the Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs are 
shown as complementary. However, not the strongest of examples of a 
Transition Stone. 
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Golspie (Class 2) NC80SW 13 was specifically named “(Class 2)” to avoid 
confusion with another Stone known just as Golspie which is Class 1. It was 
found in 1776 in the graveyard where it had been used as a recumbent 
gravestone and is now in Dunrobin Museum. 
 
Strong associations can be made between the belief that is represented by the 
Latin Cross and Pictish Mithraism - 
the V-Rod shows the path of the 
soul from heaven on birth and its 
return on death, the Pictish Beast 
as Capricornus marks the Zodiac 
point where the soul passes into 
heaven and the Double Disc 
(unusually without the Z-Rod) is a 
three dimensional construct of the 
earth, planets and celestial sphere.  
In Celtic mythology the salmon can 
represent wisdom and esoteric 
knowledge; maybe this can be 
associated with physical aspects of the Salmon's travel and life cycle (from 
birth to death) giving a linkage with both Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs. 
 
Un-decoded objects are the Decorated Rectangle, intertwined snakes, a flower 
and interlace not within the Cross; there is no hint as to the context of the axe 
wielding person; the Ogham is not yet decoded. This is a Transition Stone with 
complementary representations not only of Pictish-Mithraic and Christian 
beliefs but Celtic as well. 
 
 

Hilton of Cadboll NH87NE 7 was originally near the ruins of a chapel (Our Lady) 
within other earthworks, now in NMS (note 2 below) with a replica on site. In 
1676 the original carving of the Christian cross was chipped off and replaced 
with an inscription so with historical evidence of this act the Stone continues, 
with its Pictish-Mithraic carvings, to be Class 2. What cannot be assumed is 
that carvings associated with the two beliefs were done at substantially the 
same time or different occasions. All of the Pictish-Mithraic symbols - Comb, V-
Rod & Crescent, Z-Rod & Double Disc, Twin Discs, and Mirror - have decodes 
that suggest they are complementary to Christian beliefs. 
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Kingoldrum NO35NW 3 is by Cromie Burn. It was found in the walls of the 
medieval church when it was demolished in 1840 and is now in NMS (note 2 
below).  
 
Typically the crescent shape is seen with the V-Rod representing the paths for 
the soul from and to heaven - the Crescent alone on this Stone is not a 
"strong" Symbol. With the Mirror representing the Zodiac and the Comb the 
steps from/to heaven, collectively the Pictish-Mithraic symbols are outside 
those usually seen on Class 2 Stones. On either side of the Cross are animals 
which have been described as serpentine-like with duck's heads and fish tails; 
the Stepped Rectangle has not yet been decoded.  
 
Altogether this Stone portrays more than an “implied acceptance” of two 
beliefs albeit executed in a not very well planned way compared with many 
other Stones. 
 
Relevance to St Medan is unclear (to the extent that there were male and 
female versions but in different time periods); there is a figure in a long robe 
sitting on a chair on this Stone - could this represent the Saint? Being found in 
the walls of a church suggests the iconography was not a threat in the context 
of the Stone in a place of Christian worship. With the lack of “key” Pictish-
Mithraic Symbols it is either not a strong contender in having had a function to 
transition from one belief to another or the Cross had sufficient presence to 
overwhelm the preceding belief. 
 
 

Kinneddar 2 NJ16NE 44 was found in 1965 in a pile of 
stones from the 17th century church at Drainie but may 
have come from an earlier church site at Kinneddar, now 
in Elgin Museum which has a collection of stones and 
fragments from this area.  
 
With the Pictish-Mithraic Mirror representing the Zodiac 
and its "handle" the connection at Capricornus and the 
Comb the steps to heaven, arguably there is a 
complementary relationship with Christian belief and, 
therefore, it being a Transition Stone. 
 
Additionally, the carvings representing the two beliefs are integrated with the 
same carving style on the same side. Extract of sketch attributed to Ian G Scott. 
Note sometimes spelt Kineddar. 
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Kirriemuir NO35SE 20 has produced several Stones, now in the Meffan 
Museum, Forfar.   
 
They were discovered in the foundations of the former kirk during its 
demolition in 1787. 
 
Kirriemuir 1 is significant in having 
much more Christian iconography 
than most Class 2  Stones with the 
biblical story thought to be St Paul and 
St Anthony alongside a robed figure in 
the upper register on the back of the 
slab and an enthroned figure in the 
lower register together with the book-
clutching ecclesiastics on the Cross 
side. Pictish-Mithraic beliefs represented by the Mirror and Comb are 
complementary to the Christian beliefs. Although the relevance of the loom 
carving is uncertain, there are no large scale distractions with hunting scenes 
or similar. 
 
Kirriemuir 2 has a wider range of objects contrasting with Kirriemuir 1 but only 
one Pictish-Mithraic carving, the Z-Rod & Double Disc, whose decode links with 
the Christian Cross that has an angel kneeling on either side of the upper arm. 
 
Both are Transition Stones - Kirriemuir 1 has complementary Pictish-Mithraic 
and Christian beliefs represented whereas Kirriemuir 2 is considered to show 
“implied acceptance”. 
 
Largo NO40SW 2 was in two pieces that were cemented together in the 1800s 
and since about 1933 the Stone has been at Largo Parish Church. The pieces 
were found on the Largo Estate in 1839, one fragment discovered during 
quarrying on the north side of Norrie’s Law, the other reused as a drain cover. 
 
Although well-worn the key "belief" relief carvings are decipherable along with 
the hippocamp pair also described as entwined sea horses. The deer at the 
bottom of the back of the slab are perhaps part of the hunting scene albeit 
they are separated from it by a Pictish Beast. The Z-Rod & Double Disc is 
particularly worn and almost squeezed in beside the left of the hunting scene. 
Having complementary Pictish-Mithraic and Christian belief carvings it is a 
Transition Stone. 
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Logierait NN95SE 4 is by the River Tay and near the River Tummel - two Stones 
have been discovered - “1” in the kirkyard around 1878 and “2” in 1989. The 
first now stands close beside the church, the second is within the church. 
 
Both Logierait Stone 1 and Stone 2 have a Serpent intertwined with a Straight 
Rod in the "Aesculapius" format; only Inverurie 1 has a similar symbol but with 
the rod overlaid rather than intertwined. In Pictish-Mithraic belief terms 
perhaps the wrap around alludes to the snake entwining the Leontocephalous 
whose lion head could equate to the snake/serpent head at the eighth gate - 
the entry to heaven. As a set of Constellations (principally Hydra) the serpent 
forms a connection between Cancer and Capricorn (the gateways of the soul). 
 
 

Logierait 1 is damaged and shows only one Pictish-Mithraic Symbol (the 
Serpent and Straight Rod) but there may have been others - assessing context 
is difficult. 
 
Logierait 2 has a clearer hunting scene than that on “1”. Being un-decoded the 
meaning of the hippocamp pair is currently unknown but the Double Disc adds 
to Pictish-Mithraic belief being represented.  Taking the Serpent interpretation 
plus that of the Double Disc (the structure of the universe from earth to 
planets to celestial sphere and beyond) there is a case for a complementary 
relationship with the Latin Cross. 
 
Whilst Logierait 1 has Pictish-Mithraic and Christian belief carvings suggesting 
“implied acceptance”, Logierait 2 (with the Double Disc) has a set of objects 
that are complementary. Both are examples of Transition Stones. 
 
 

Logie Wester, Conon Bridge was found in 2019 at the burial ground of an early 
Christian church site near the River Conon. It is now on display in a window of 
Dingwall Museum.  
 
With a Double Disc & Z-Rod and Cross it is a Transition Stone with carvings on 
opposite sides that represent Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs - these 
suggest more “implied acceptance” than being strongly complementary. The 
reverse side also has an animal headed warrior, oxen and what have been 
described as “mythical beasts”. 
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Maiden Stone NJ24SW 1 was 
moved a few yards westwards 
when the current road was 
constructed (probably having 
been beside an old track way 
and mound) - basically in situ. 
Carved on all four surfaces with 
different styles of geometric 
decoration on the narrow sides.  
 
The Cross is surmounted by a 
standing man between two fish 
monsters (a hippocamp pair) 
with a roundel towards the base. 
Register format is used on the 
reverse with four Pictish-
Mithraic Symbols, an individual 
centaur, what looks like two centaurs in combat and a beast with exaggerated 
claws. 
 
Possibly with biblical allegory - the standing man and "fish monsters" could be 
Jonah and the whale; the weathered carvings at the top of the non-Cross side 
of the slab look like centaurs and could relate to St Anthony encountering a 
centaur who challenged the Saint but was forced to admit that the old gods 
had been overthrown. 
 
In the register format the Pictish-Mithraic Symbols have the composite Z-Rod 
& Notched Rectangle incorporating the layout of the Mithraeum with the Z-
Rod enabling an explanation of many details of Mithraism, the Pictish Beast 
complements the beliefs in the adjacent register with the Mirror and Comb in 
the lower register alluding to the journey of the soul.  
 
As with Aberlemno Roadside 2 and Cossans it would be speculative to assess 
whether the Pictish-Mithraic objects on the reverse of the Maiden Stone were 
placed, by design or importance, above the hunting scene or the hunting scene 
below the Pictish-Mithraic objects. 
 
Overall, not only do the Christian and Pictish-Mithraic iconography seem to be 
complementary they also facilitate explanation of changing beliefs - an 
excellent example of a Transition Stone. 
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Meigle NO24SE 25 is near the River Isla. 26 Stones are housed in Meigle 
Museum whose website states that “stones contained in the museum were all 
found near Meigle, mostly in the neighbouring churchyard or used in the 
construction of the old church”. 
 
In summary, Meigle 1 & 5 are Class 2 - Celtic, Pictish-Mithraic and Christian 
with complementary beliefs; Meigle 3, 4, 6 & 7 are also Class 2 and 
demonstrate “implied acceptance” of Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs. 
 

Meigle 1 has a complex mix of objects from different beliefs across the two 
faces of the Stone - for Christianity the Cross on the front, an angel on the 
reverse; a Pictish-Mithraic Comb, Mirror, Serpent & Z-Rod and Pictish Beast on 
the reverse. Aspects of the Salmon's travel and life cycle (from birth to death) 
gives a Celtic attribute on the reverse and a triquetra with Christian and Celtic 
relevance is on each side. The inclusion of riders on horses, as yet un-
deciphered quadrupeds, beast with exaggerated claws plus cup marks  
extends the multi-use of the surfaces of this Stone. 
 
Collectively the Pictish-Mithraic objects give a strong complementary 
relationship with Christianity and the travel of the soul - the Comb as the steps 
to heaven, the Mirror in portraying the Zodiac, the serpent marking the gates 
from and to Heaven, the Pictish Beast at the Capricorn gate on the soul's 
return. Meigle 1 falls well within the definition of a Transition Stone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Meigle 1 
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Meigle 3 is a small, broken slab with part of a Double Disc which, with the Latin 
Cross, can only be evaluated as “implied acceptance” between Pictish-Mithraic 
and Christian beliefs. 
 
Meigle 4 lacks its central portion so evaluation is “implied acceptance” of 
beliefs from what can be seen of the V-Rod & Crescent and Latin Cross. Overall 
not the strongest of examples of a Transition Stone. However, it does have a 
wide range of other carvings but their meaning is inconclusive - for example 
the people on horseback may be part of a hunting scene and zoomorphic 
animals (as a snake eating its tail) might represent immortality. 
 

Meigle 5 has the physical location of the Pictish-Mithraic objects incise carved 
on a narrow side of the slab while the front and reverse are relief. While this 
could perhaps suggest an after-thought or specifically secondary importance 
being given to the Pictish-Mithraic objects there are sufficient of them to 
suggest a complementary relationship between Pictish-Mithraic and Christian 
beliefs. Perhaps the Mirror Case (decoded as Mithras's birth from the rock) has 
a symbolic relationship with the Latin Cross and the birth of Christ and Pictish 
Beast as Capricornus indicating the gate to heaven on the soul's return after 
mortal death. These examples would enable the Stone to act as a place of 
worship for both beliefs with the meaning of carvings being used to explain 
Transition. 
 

Meigle 6 appears to have both the Double Disc and Crescent relief carved in 
the same style as the rest of the slab but neither has the usual directional 
arrows associated with these Symbols - they are lacking the "Z" and "V". Not a 
strong example for a Transition Stone but one nonetheless. 
 
Meigle 7 has only the top of the slab to be seen so evaluation of the objects is 
restricted but the nature of the Double Disc (earth, planets, zodiac and heaven 
beyond) links with the journey of the soul in steps via the planets as 
represented in what seems to be a Pictish-Mithraic Comb Symbol. There is 
belief alignment with Christianity but this is not reinforced by the positioning 
of the sitting person and crouching, indeterminate beast being sufficiently 
clear to be a biblical story. 
 
 

Migvie NJ40NW 2 was dug up at the site of the old church and erected nearby. 
Although the interlace design Cross dominates, there is a mix of relief and 
incise carving with similar style horses and riders on both faces suggesting the 
carving of all objects was done as a single exercise.  
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The stylised Z-Rod & Double Disc and V-Rod overlaying a horseshoe are at the 
junctions of the arms of the Cross. Such physical proximity reinforces the 
Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs being shown as complementary enabling 
an explanation of transition between these beliefs. The original church (all that 
remains is a slight mound) was dedicated to St Finnan who was one of the 
early Celtic missionaries. He died in 661. There is currently no evidence to 
conclude the first church was erected in St Finnan’s lifetime but the area has 
been subject to archaeological investigation in 2020 - report not yet seen. 
 
 

Monifieth NO43SE 25 Four Stones (Class 2 and 3) found in the foundations of 
the former church were incorporated into the new church then subsequently 
presented to NMS (note 2 below). A Saint association for these Stones is with 
St Regulus (St Rule) who was the 4th century monk or bishop of Patras, Greece 
who is said to have fled to Scotland in 345 with the bones of St Andrew. If St 
Regulus had in his lifetime an influence in bringing Christianity to what now is 
Scotland that is, dating wise, in conflict with St Ninian (b 360 - d 342) and St 
Columba. According to a Wikipedia entry, the timing of this is unclear. A fair 
assumption would be that the association between St Regulus and Monifieth is 
one of dedication. 
 

Monifieth 1 is unusual in having the Cross on one side and the Pictish-Mithraic 
items on the other. This might indicate tolerance, or “implied acceptance”, 
between the believers of the two religions. However, with decoded carvings of 
the Double Discs showing the construction of the universe and the pathway to 
heaven represented by the Comb these Pictish-Mithraic elements complement 
what the Cross represents and could be used in explaining transition. 
 

Monifieth 2 as with Monifieth 1 has 
the Cross on one side and the Pictish-
Mithraic items on the other. 
 
A linkage between Christian and 
Pictish-Mithraic beliefs can be made 
between the meaning of the V-Rod & 
Crescent (soul travel) and the Cross. 
Maybe the robed figure was part of a 
larger scene. Again the 
complementary nature of the 
carvings could be used in explaining transition between beliefs. 

Monifieth 2 
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Monymusk NJ71NW 12 was found in a field to the south of the River Don 
around 1800. It is now in Monymusk church. It appears that only one side is 
carved, predominantly with an ornate low relief cross. The Triple Disc, in 
Pictish-Mithraic decode terms, represents the Zodiac and (180° apart) Cancer 
and Capricorn constellations - the gates from and to heaven; sufficient with the 
Cross to have been evaluated as “implied acceptance” of Pictish-Mithraic and 
Christian beliefs.  
 
Although it was in a field and only relatively recently taken into a belief 
structure there is no reason to consider it did not function as a Transition 
Stone. 
 
 

Nigg NH87SW 1 stood in Nigg churchyard and is now inside the church. St Paul 
and St Anthony meeting in the desert and scenes from the story of David 
reinforce the Christian message for this slab. Pictish-Mithraic belief is 
represented by the Pictish Beast marking the Capricorn gate to heaven for the 
soul’s return after mortal death). Additionally, the eagle carving reflects Celtic 
attributes plus the wider belief of it being man’s connection with the divine. 
This is a clear example of the Class 2 Stones having a "transitional" purpose 
between Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs with complementary carvings. 
 
 

Pabbay, Barra NL68NW 2 was found in the graveyard of the 
church on Pabbay in the remains of dry stone walls supposedly 
of a chapel, now amongst broken stones. Seemingly it is 
estimated that the Cross was added around the 6th century. It 
is not relief carved as usually found on so-called Class 2 Stones 
- all the objects are simply incised.  
 
There is “implied acceptance” of Pictish-Mithraic and Christian 
beliefs. However, the Cross seems to deliberately have been 
given prominence with its addition at the top of the slab - 
potentially a variant on what elsewhere has been seen as more 
benign transition. 
 
 

Raasay 1 NG53NW 3 was found, near to the Sound of Raasay, when the road 
from the pier to Raasay House was made (prior to 1824). It was moved to a 
Forestry Commission plantation east of the road to Oscaig near Raasay House. 
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Carvings in a consistent style are all incised but this can still be regarded as a 
Class 2 Stone representing Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs. Set in a 
square this Chi-Rho Cross is the only one known on a Pictish Symbol Stone. This 
style of Cross was also known as the Consecration Cross thought to purify 
pagan temples during the transition of the Roman Empire to Christianity - an 
interesting choice of design in this Stone’s context. A Transition Stone with 
both beliefs represented on the only carved face of the slab. 
  
 

Rosemarkie NH75NW 7 was found in the floor of the old church and is now in 
Groam House Museum. It is intricately carved with Crosses on each side and 
on one side multiplicities of Pictish-Mithraic Symbols - the V-Rod & Crescent (3 
times) and the Mirror (twice); there is also a Z-Rod & Double Disc. The Cross 
design on the Pictish-Mithraic Symbols side is of the style associated with St 
Moluag. Collectively the selection of carvings shows a complementary 
approach to representing Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs - a fine example 
of a Transition Stone. In addition there are carvings of un-decoded animals.  
 
 

Rossie Priory NO23SE 4 was found in the old burial ground of Rossie before 
1867 and is now in a private mortuary chapel in what was Rossie Church. It is 
close to Rossie Burn. 

 
 Almost a "multipurpose" slab 
with intricately infilled 
Crosses on each side, Pictish-
Mithraic Symbols on one side, 
what appears to be a hunting 
scene and what have been 
described as 
phantasmagorical animals. 
There are clear carvings of a 
bird-headed man who seems 
to be confronting a bird, a 
figure holding a bird in each 

hand, human headed quadrupeds, perhaps an angel etc.  
 
All the carvings are in a consistent style showing complementary Pictish-
Mithraic and Christian beliefs.  
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Arguably the Pictish-Mithraic objects are overwhelmed by the other carvings - 
not least Crosses on each side of the Stone and maybe some of the content 
alluding to biblical stories. Whether this was intentional to emphasise the 
desire or need to move on from one belief to another might be over-
interpretation. However, this does prompt a view that transition between 
beliefs could have been achieved in several ways ranging from smooth,  
whereby the carvings for the two beliefs are “complementary” or at minimum 
“implied acceptance”, to forceful suggesting denial of alternative beliefs or 
their being ignored. 
 

Scoonie NO30SE 15 was found in the old parish churchyard. It is now in NMS 
(note 2 below). Because the only discernible Pictish-Mithraic Symbol is the 
Pictish Beast and the Cross has almost entirely disappeared there is “implied 
acceptance” of Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs only but a Transition 
Stone nonetheless. There is also a hunting scene and Ogham. 
  
Shandwick NH87SE 4 a.k.a. Clach a’ Charridh is on the hillside above Shandwick 
village. 
 
Together with spiral-work, interlace and key patterns there are stags as part of 
a hunting scene, two beasts with exaggerated claws, interlaced animals by the 
Cross and a creature eating. Angels are alongside the Cross. Large compared 
with other animal carvings on this slab, the Pictish Beast is given prominence 
high up on the reverse side - just beneath a Double Disc. Integration of the 
style across all the objects suggest this slab was designed and executed as a 
single piece with a complementary approach to representing Pictish-Mithraic 
and Christian beliefs - a fine example of an artistically notable Transition Stone. 
 

Skinnet Chapel, Halkirk ND164SW 2 was built into St 
Thomas Chapel (a ruin). It is in Thurso Heritage 
Museum (now Caithness Horizons). Un-decoded 
objects are the Hippocamp pair and Triple Oval. With 
the Cross representing Christianity and its beliefs and 
the V-Rod & Crescent the travel of the soul from and 
to heaven in Pictish Mithraism there is a pair of 
complementary beliefs - enough to explain the beliefs 
and transition from one to the other. 
 
Style-wise the incised horse on this Stone and 
Inverurie 4 are very similar and contrast with the usual 
relief horses on Class 2 Stones. 
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St Madoes NO12SE 15 was found in a kirkyard near Cairnie Pow which flows 
into the River Tay at Inchyra. It is now in Perth Museum. The Pictish-Mithraic 
beliefs are very well represented in the travel of the soul, the re-entry point to 
heaven as Capricorn (from the Pictish Beast) and the construction of the 
universe in the Double Disc. Although the Pictish-Mithraic Symbols are only on 
one side what they collectively represent aligns the Pictish-Mithraic and 
Christian beliefs and the Transition between them. 
 
 

St Vigeans is a prime example of a place of worship (Stones, church - both) 
being in a prominent raised area (a glacial mound location with “presence” 
that still looks impressive) by Brothock Water. St Vigean (Latin Vigeanus) was 
St Feichin of Irish origin who died in 664. Religious use of the area continued 
with a monastery founded in the 8th century. There does not appear to be any 
proximity of local Class 1 Stones which might have influenced the inclusion of 
the Pictish-Mithraic carvings. With the carvings on each Stone being “in the 
same hand” it would be useful to identify the potential source of the designs. 
 
St Vigeans 1, 2, 4 and 6 are the Class 2 slabs and fragments from the old 
church site that have “belief” carvings variously with people, scenes and un-
decoded objects. St Vigeans Museum houses a collection of Stones from the 
site of the adjacent church. The SR (note 1 below) for the Stones is NO64SW 3. 
 

St Vigeans 1 Over its two main 
surfaces it has objects from Celtic, 
Pictish-Mithraic and Christian 
beliefs plus “non-belief” carvings 
including a hunting scene, a 
hooded figure and interlaced 
animals alongside the Cross; the 
boar and stag could be an overspill 
from the hunting scene. It is known 
as the Drosten Stone. 
Pictish-Mithraic carvings on this 
slab - the Z-Rod & Double Disc, 

Mirror, Comb and Crescent Alone - complement one another and Christian 
beliefs - e.g. travel of the soul and the hereafter. 
 
A clear contender as a Transition Stone between Pictish-Mithraic and Christian 
beliefs also with recognition of Celtic beliefs (rather than personal attributes) 
as represented by the eagle and salmon (wisdom and esoteric knowledge). 
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St Vigeans 2 As with St Vigeans 1, the Z-Rod & Serpent, Mirror and Comb 
Pictish-Mithraic carvings on this slab particularly complement one another 
(from which many Pictish-Mithraic beliefs can be explained) and also Christian 
beliefs - e.g. travel of the soul and the hereafter. The back is totally worn - 
there are no carvings. 
 
St Vigeans 4 Only small parts of this slab exist making analysis of its content 
difficult. However, sufficient material shows upper parts of a Cross and 
triquetra - a shape with Celtic heritage and the Christian "trinity" meaning. A 
very simple Double Disc symbol does not lead to any strong Pictish-Mithraic 
relevance. When there are other slabs whose carvings have readily identifiable 
Celtic attributes, Pictish-Mithraic carvings and Christian meaning the 
evaluation for this slab is not strong - but it does have justifiable elements for 
Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs. 
 
 St Vigeans 6 A very small fragment of a Stone with, on one side, the Double 
Disc elements quite clear and what looks like a short line that could be the 
central part of the Z. Sufficient carving is on the other side to suggest this was a 
Cross slab. There is also Ogham writing. 
 

Strathmartine Kirkyard NO33NE 7 has produced fragments of Stones from 
around the parish church. In summary, “3” is in the McManus Museum, 
Dundee and “4” in NMS (note 2 below); the current location for “5” and “6” is 
unknown. Each of 3, 4, 5 and 6 has a portion of a Pictish Beast and a Latin 
Cross.  
 
A lack of original objects means only an “implied acceptance” of Pictish-
Mithraic and Christian beliefs can be estimated. 
 

Tarbat NH98SW 15 this fragment, found in the churchyard, was part of a Stone 
until broken up around 1800 for gravestones, now in NMS (note 2 below). Not 
stated as either Cross shape or with a relief cross carving in The Pictish Symbol 
Stones of Scotland text. However, the style of the zoomorphic and interlace 
carvings is similar to several Class 2 stones (not least in the vicinity of this slab). 
This piece formed part of a stone which stood in the kirkyard.  A Z-Rod & 
Double Disc and a V-Rod & Crescent can be seen in a drawing of the narrow 
side. A hunting scene and un-decoded objects are apparent. 
 
Assuming a correct deduction about the presence of a Cross, the Stone showed 
an “implied acceptance” of Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs. 
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Tealing NO43NW 9 is a Stone fragment that was built into the south wall of 
Tealing church; by 1911 it was removed inside the church and in 1969 
transferred to the McManus Museum, Dundee. On the reverse of the fragment 
are the head and fore leg of a Pictish Beast - this symbol as the marker of the 
Capricorn gate into heaven gives a complement of soul travel / life hereafter 
with Christianity. Although the church was dedicated to St Peter, it was 
seemingly founded by St Boniface (672 to 754) in 710 - he founded 150 
churches in North East Scotland.  
 
Not just a Transition Stone but this location could mark the move from 
outdoors to indoors worship also giving some indication of timing. 
 
 

Ulbster ND34SW 28.01 was dug up in the burial ground of St Martin’s chapel in 
1770, set upright and later reused as a grave slab then set upright on an 
artificial mound in the grounds of Thurso castle. Since the first half of the 20th 
century it has been in Thurso Heritage Museum (now Caithness Horizons). 
 
There is a wide range of carvings on this Stone which has been evaluated as a 
shared space for complementary Celtic, Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs. 
Deep incise carving is notable - typically for a Class 2 Stone the majority of the 
carving is relief not incise. There are Celtic attributes for the horse, salmon and 
serpent objects - in particular the salmon and serpent could tie in with beliefs 
(as well as attributes). Of the four Pictish-Mithraic symbols the clearly relevant 
ones are the V-Rod and Crescent and the Pictish Beast both having meanings 
that complement what is represented in Christianity by the Crosses.  
 
This Stone accommodates various un-decoded carvings and a 
kneeling/crouching person - these seem to have no context related to the 
belief objects. A clear example of a Transition Stone also with an associated 
Saint. 
 
A mausoleum occupies the site of St Martin’s chapel but seemingly stones 
from the older chapel were not incorporated in its construction - dating of the 
chapel is currently not possible. A reason why this church has an association 
with St Martin is not clear but he had and still has a high profile - 11 Nov is 
Martinmas. He was a Roman soldier who became Bishop of Tours in 371 and 
was widely venerated across Europe. However, the Saint’s name has a clear 
association with the church than the Symbol Stone. 
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Wester Denoon NO34SE 16 was discovered in 1992 during ploughing in the 
vicinity of Denoon Burn, now in Meffan Museum, Forfar. This small, broken 
slab has a figure wearing a large annular brooch with a distinct Comb and 
Mirror to one side of the figure and what could have been a zoomorphic 
carving to the other. The Cross face has key pattern designs and interlace 
within the Cross - otherwise the Cross is alone. Complementary Pictish-
Mithraic and Christian beliefs are represented on this Transition Stone. 
 
 
Woodwrae NO55NW 6 was found in the kitchen floor when the foundations of 
Woodwrae (aka Woodray) castle were cleared following its demolition in 1819, 
taken to Abbottsford (home of Sir Walter Scott) then given to NMS (note 2 
below) around 1924. The central portion of the Cross has been erased and 
damage to the surface limits evaluation of what looks like a hunting scene on 
the reverse side with the bull prospectively mixed in with other animals. Three 
concentric circles are apparent in the Double Disc with the Pictish-Mithraic 
allusion to the structure of the universe and heaven beyond - this links with 
that part of Christian belief concerning the soul and life hereafter.  
 
Objects with complementary Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs strengthen 
this being a Transition Stone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ulbster 
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---------         Notes & Sources         --------- 
 

Note 1 - Site References are those used in “The Pictish Symbol Stones of 
Scotland” published by the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical 
Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS) in 2008. 
  
Note 2 - NMS is National Museum of Scotland, Chambers Street, Edinburgh. 
 
Sources for information have included “Early Christian Monuments of 
Scotland” by Allen and Anderson first published in 1903, “The Pictish Symbol 
Stones of Scotland” published by the Royal Commission on the Ancient and 
Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS) in 2008, CANMORE and 
Wikipedia. 
 
Pictish-Mithraism™, as a belief, has been proposed by the author as a 
development from Roman Mithraism through an interpretation of the key 
Pictish Symbols. 
 

Annexe to Chapter 8 - Dunfallandy in detail. 

Symbol rich with people, animals, fantastic beasts etc. this Class 2 so-called 
“Priest’s Stone” [Clach an T’Sagart in Gaelic] is near a river and the site of an 
old chapel. Notably a scene alludes to a biblical story. 
 
Reputedly located near Dunfallandy chapel (no ruins 
remain) and near to a private grave yard it is possible 
that this Stone is more-or-less in its original position. It 
is very close to the River Tummel (just to the east) with 
some similar design styles to the Symbol Stone no 
more than 5 miles away at Logierait (the Double Disc 
and Hippocamp type beasts in particular).  
 
Another example of a transition Stone (from Mithraic 
to Christian) but with the Class 1 elements low key, 
certainly in size, with two Pictish Beasts (Capricorn 
shapes) plus two examples of the V-Rod & Crescent 
and one of the Z-Rod & Double Disc. Abernethy has the 
only other example of the hammer and anvil objects and Rosskeen the only 
other tongs – their significance in terms of a religious belief are elusive, maybe 
they just represent the carver’s other skills (not restricted to Stone carving). 
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Hammer and tongs also allude to Vulcan with linkages to fire – one of the four 
classical elements. 
 
Like Cossans, there are two creatures with heads opposing at the top of the 
reverse of the Stone connecting to fish style tails at the bottom– they appear 
to be pulling on either side of an animal with long ears (the eyes and nose like 
a dog are apparent).  
 

The Cross side has five Beasts with Exaggerated Claws, two 
interlaced animals (facing one another horizontally head to head) 
and another beast ( a fish monster which looks like a form of 
Hippocamp) initially seems to have human legs protruding from its 
mouth. However, on closer inspection the beast appears to be 
biting or throwing up the person – maybe alluding to the biblical 
Jonah coming out of the mouth of the whale (or fish). Only one 

other similar object exists, at Woodwrae where human legs are clearly 
protruding from the beast’s mouth. Also, as at Woodwrae, one of the beasts 
has something in its mouth but here it looks less like prey and more like a stick. 
Other animals on this Stone are a stag and a horse (with rider) which are 
unconnected – one on the Cross side the other the reverse. 
 
Apart from the Cross with Bosses on its arms, the other clearly Christian 
objects are the angels alongside the lower arm of the Cross and on the reverse 
two people facing one another with a Cross between them – they are said to 
represent Saints Paul and Anthony who were contemporary and each has been 
stated as the founder of the monastic way of life. If indeed one of these seated 
figures is Saint Anthony maybe there is a tie in with some of the objects on the 
Cross side of the Stone which might portray the temptations of the Saint 
together with the story of Anthony seeing angels ascending with the soul of 
Paul when he died. It has been suggested there is a figure of Jonah on the 
Cross side – this would fit in with the above mentioned fish monster throwing 
up a person. 
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9  -  Proximity of Class 2 to Class 1 Stones - coincidence or 
influence? 

 
Combining Anderson and Allen classifications and this author’s conclusions 
about “shared space”, it seems reasonable to state that Class 1 Stones have no 
Christian iconography and Class 2 Stones have both Pictish-Mithraic and 
Christian carvings. 
 
Within the concept of transition from one belief to another, there would have 
been rationales for including some of the Pictish Symbols on those Stones with 
Christian Crosses; for example - 
Christian believers' recognition, or acceptance, of the Mithraic views, and 
representative Symbols, would have been a prerequisite;  
another could have been the Mithraic believers' wish for some sort of 
continued acceptance  
then, as Christianity became the dominant religion, perhaps a form of 
absorption was practiced with the longer-term aim of complete conversion. 
 
In practical terms geographic proximity between any planned new Class 2 
Stone and existing Class 1 Stone or Stones could have enabled seeing Symbols, 
helped facilitate making a selection then carving them. There is an assumption 
that what the Symbols actually meant was known to those who decided which 
ones were relevant. 
 
To start the “proximity” assessment the Class 2 Stones were located on the 
map in Page 11 of The Pictish Symbol Stones of Scotland (edited by Iain Fraser 
published by RCAHMS 2008) then the nearest and the next close-by Class 1 
Stones were identified. To ease location on the RCAHMS map, site numbers (in 
parentheses) are associated with Stone location names.  
 
An example of nearby Class 1 Stones potentially influencing carvings on a Class 
2 Stone is in the set comprising Eassie Class 2 (58) which has Pictish Beast, Z-
Rod & Double Disc and Horseshoe objects. Looking at the nearest Class 1 
Stones, Bruceton (178) has a Pictish Beast and a Horseshoe; Keillor (186) a Z-
Rod & Double Disc. Next close-by Dunnichen (57) has a Z-Rod & Double Disc; 
Strathmartine Castle (68) a Pictish Beast and a Z-Rod & Double Disc. Therefore 
there are clear connections for 3 Symbols. 
 
It became apparent that a graphical presentation would be preferable so a 
map extract and 4 examples to demonstrate proximity follow. 
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^ Extract of map located on Page 11 of The Pictish Symbol Stones of Scotland. ^ 
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Below are four examples of a Class 2 Stone in close proximity to Class 1 Stones 
with interpretations for prospective Symbol migration. 
 
For each, the Class 2 Stone numbered location is ringed in blue with the 
nearest and next close-by numbered Class 1 Stones ringed in brown. 
 
 
Example 1 -  Cossans (56) Class 2 Stone has a V-Rod 
& Crescent and a Z-Rod & Double Disc, both 
symbols are found right across Pictland and 
fundamental in being able to "talk through" and 
explain the principles of Pictish Mithraism. 
Nearby Class 1 Stones at Dunnichen (57) and Aberlemno Roadside (51) have Z-
Rod & Double Disc carvings so could well have influenced their inclusion on 
Cossans. Also in close proximity are two Stones each with a Horseshoe and 
Pictish Beast - Bruceton (178) and Aberlemno Flemington Farm (52). With 
Comb and Mirror objects at Aberlemno Roadside and Dunnichen this set of 
Stones collectively includes all the Symbols essential in describing P-M. 
Perhaps the pre-Christian Stones in this area helped to enable P-M to be 
followed also using the Symbols on the Cross slab which has, in itself, shown 
that it functions as a Shared Space for two different beliefs. 
 
 
Example 2 - Carving of the one P-M Symbol on the Class 2 
Monymusk (35) Stone could have been directly influenced 
by the Triple Disc on the Kintore Churchyard (29) Class 1 
Stone which also has a Pictish Beast and V-Rod & 
Crescent. The Triple Disc, in P-M decode terms, represents 
the Zodiac and (180° apart) Cancer and Capricorn constellations - the gates 
from and to heaven whose "soul travel" meaning has parallels with some 
Christian beliefs. Kintore Castle Hill (30) has two Stones with Pictish Beasts, a 
Z-Rod & Double Disc, Mirror and Tuning Fork. Another Pictish Beast is on 
Kintore 4 (31). With Pictish Beasts on the three nearby Stones it is perhaps 
surprising that object is not on this low relief, Cross Stone with geometric and 
knot designs. 
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Example 3 - A V-Rod & Crescent, Z-Rod & Double 
Disc and Double Disc Alone are on the reverse side 
of the "Shared Space" Stone at Fowlis Wester (182). 
Only the Abernethy (175) Stone close-by has what 
could be considered influential symbols - V-Rod & 
Crescent and Tuning Fork. Carvings on Cargill (179) - 
possibly a Notched Rectangle - and Blackford (177) - 
perhaps a rectangle (with no decode) - belong on Class 1 Stones but hardly 
represent any P-M, or other, meaning. In general across Pictland there are 
many examples of broken, worn and re-shaped Stones which may originally 
have had additional carvings. Geographically on the west edge of an area (now 
Perth & Kinross and Angus) with Class 1 and 2 Stones, Fowlis Wester does not 
have any common Symbols with the closest Class 2 Stone at Gask which has a 
Z-Rod & Serpent. This Class 2 Stone has functioned as a Shared Space for 
Christian and Mithraic beliefs with one carving that may have been influenced 
by nearby Abernethy Class 1 Stone (V-Rod & Crescent). 
 
 
Example 4 - Christian Crosses are on both sides of the 
Ulbster (104) Stone with P-M Symbols - V-Rod & 
Crescent, Pictish Beast and a Double Disc all on one side. 
Nearby Latheron (101) and Watenan (105) each have a 
V-Rod & Crescent, Ackergill (96) Stones have a Notched 
Rectangle, a Decorated Rectangle and a short section of 
curved line. Artistically executed in a similar style, the V-Rod & Crescent 
carving integrates with the Cross designs. Presence more than design cues 
could have influenced the carving. Certainly a Shared Space for not only P-M 
and Christian beliefs but also Celtic (from the salmon, serpent and horse). 
This Stone seems less influenced by geographically close Class 1 Stones than in 
the case of  those in the general area of Forfar (Examples 1 & 3), perhaps there 
was a different mechanism for prompting the carving of the older Symbols e.g. 
by sea from across the Moray Firth rather than by land. 
 
 
 
Based on these examples and others at www.pictishsymbolstones.com, the 
overall conclusion is that the proximity of new Class 2 to existing Class 1 Stones 
resulted in a deliberate and purposeful inclusion of Pictish-Mithraic objects to 
facilitate "transition" from one belief to another. The widespread carving of 
the V-Rod & Crescent reinforces it as a fundamental symbol. 

http://www.pictishsymbolstones.com/
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10  -  Places for Worship 
 

We tend to think of places for worship being indoors - Churches for Christians, 
Synagogues for Jews, Mosques for Muslims and so on. Initially, though, 
worship was most likely outdoors. 
 
In the time of the Roman Empire a Mithraeum, or temple, was the indoor 
meeting place for pursuing the Mysteries of Mithras. Remains of Mithraea can 
be seen across many parts of the early first millennium CE Roman Empire. 
 
Parts of buildings can be visited such as at Mackwiller, Alsace, France; 
Aquincum, Near Budapest, Hungary; Caernarfon, Gwynedd, Wales; 
Carrowburgh (Brocolitia), Northumberland, England; Duino, Trieste, Italy; 
Fertorakos, Hungary; Walbrook, London, England; Ostia Antica, near Rome, 
Italy; Rudchester (Vindobala), Northumberland, England and Savaria, 
Szombathely, Hungary. In addition other Mithraea are under current churches 
and many Mithraic altars and statues are in museums. 
 
 
These temples generally were underground or partially underground, 
sometimes beneath other buildings. Some have also been in caves. For the 
built temples the structure can be likened to a cave (of significance as Mithras 
was said to have been born from rock in a cave) but also a model of the 
macrocosm. Having a semi-circular vertical profile, the typical built structure 
then also became cave-like. On either side of the long centre line of the 
rectangular Mithraeum were benches and at one end the iconography of the 
Tauroctony – the bull slaying by Mithras. Being enclosed they were private but 
something must have enticed people to want to understand the Mysteries; 
nothing external is apparent from excavations so far (no signage and no 
written records) – this suggests word of mouth. A detail in several of these 
temples is niches for statues speculatively for Cautes & Cautopates (Mithras’s 
companions) and other Gods.  
 
The earliest date for Mithraeum construction in Britannia is in the early 
3rd century i.e. from around 200. Beyond Britannia they are earlier, ranging 
from the beginning of the 2nd to the second half of the 3rd i.e. between 100 and 
299 but generally the first half of the 3rd – the early 200s.  
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← The Mithraeum at Carrawburgh, 
Hadrian’s Wall, Northumberland. 
Photo – the author. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The House of the Mithraeum of the                     
Painted Walls, Ostia, Italy. → 
Photo courtesy of Jan Theo Bakker. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nearest indoor places to North East Scotland for Mithraic worship were by 
Hadrian’s Wall - there is no evidence of any locations further north. Just 
beyond the Roman withdrawal of around the early third century CE, the author 
has proposed a belief - Pictish-Mithraism - developed but would not have had 
any indoor meeting places. With many of the carvings on Pictish Symbol Stones 
being ascribed as Mithraic it seems reasonable to assume that believers would 
have assembled by these Stones. 
 
Planets and stars were painted on walls and ceilings of the Roman Mithraeum 
with the statues of Mithras, Cautes and Cautopates central to explaining the 
Mysteries of Mithras. For practising Pictish-Mithraism outdoors these 
components are in the sky-wards view and the carved objects on the terrestrial 
Stone. Together they form the “Open-Air” Mithraeum. 
 
No indication exists of any Pictish-Mithraic worship activity moving indoors.  
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With the history of Christianity in Scotland going back to Saint Ninian in South 
West Scotland around 400 CE and in 563 CE Saint Columba arriving on the 
Scottish island of Iona there would have been a spread of Christian beliefs 
which would have timed with the carving of Crosses on Symbol Stones. What is 
not apparent is an adoption of Christianity from Rome in the early 300s (from 
the Edict of Milan of 313 CE); maybe that Edict not influencing a belief change 
in North East Scotland is not surprising with the Roman military presence 
having ceased a century before. With the introduction of Christianity from 
around the 5th and 6th  centuries and the presence of both Mithraic and 
Christian objects on the so-called Class 2 Stones it is very likely they still acted 
as a focus as a place for worship. 
  
From information in the Christianity History Institute website it appears that, 
from the time of the ministry of St Paul in the first century CE to the time of St 
Justin the martyr 100 years later, Christian meetings in Rome were conducted 
in private residences - indoors. By the time Christianity had reached North East 
Scotland the Pictish Symbol Stone was, arguably, well established as the 
meeting place to pursue the then current Mithraic belief, so there is neither 
logical reason to doubt, nor evidence to suggest, that the initial meeting place 
for Christian worship was other than the Symbol Stone (complete with Cross). 
At some stage indoor structures, later to be called churches, would be built. At 
this point of changing belief there is a case for the Mithraic “Open-Air” temple 
also becoming an “Open-Air” church. 
 
According to a Wikipedia page on Ancient Celtic religion what is commonly 
called Celtic paganism comprised the religious beliefs and practices adhered to 
by Iron Age people across Western Europe (now known as Celts) between 
approximately 500 BCE and 500 CE. Generally references are made to Deities 
and Animism. However, there is no mention of animals, bird and fish whose 
“Celtic attributes” are explored in this author’s www.pictishsymbolstones.com 
website. Whether there is any connection between the recognition and pursuit 
of Celtic attributes in the wider context of beliefs and what we now see 
labelled as Druids is not yet known. Folklore suggests that Celtic belief 
practices centred on outdoors locations. With a case for Pictish-Mithraic and 
Christian worship being outdoors and utilising Symbol Stones there is no case 
to suggest that those who had some form of belief in Celtic attributes did not 
also use those locations. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/history/scottishhistory/earlychurch/features_earlychurch_iona.shtml
https://www.bbc.co.uk/history/scottishhistory/earlychurch/trails_earlychurch_iona.shtml
http://www.pictishsymbolstones.com/
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In conclusion, physical places for worship for Celtic, Mithraic and Christian 
beliefs all could, in the time period of this book’s investigations, have centred 
on the Pictish Symbol Stones - they would have been important places in local 
and connected communities. 

An example, Monifieth 2, can be found in the collection of Monifieth 
Sculptured Stones which comprises 5 Class 2 and Class 3 Pictish Stones which 
were found in or around St Regulus’ church in Monifieth, Angus and are now 
housed in the Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh. 
 
Monifieth 2 is a Class 2 grey sandstone Cross slab with substantial areas of 
wear to the rear side. Carvings include a deer (albeit just a head) prospectively 
with Celtic attributes as a messenger/guide from otherworlds, vision etc.; a 
Pictish-Mithraic V-Rod & Crescent and a Christian Cross (Latin style). 
 
 
Maybe the cloaked/robed figure - possibly ecclesiastic - was part of a larger 
scene; a recent suggestion is that it represents the Virgin Mary. There are what 
the author has categorised as undecoded objects - a beast with exaggerated 
claws and two bird-headed monsters. 
 

 

This slab is a clear example of a prospective place for outdoors worship across 
three beliefs. 
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The Move from Outdoors to Indoors Places for Worship 
 

Whether over a period of time or more abruptly, at some stage the act of 
worship involving people gathering together outside changed to an indoors 
meeting place. In the context of Christianity in Pictland what has been lacking 
is either information or evidence about the start point of the building and use 
of “churches”. 
 
When researching compiling material on Transition Stones the first location 
that appeared to have both outdoors and indoors places for worship was 
Alyth. This does not mean Alyth itself was chronologically the first but it was 
the initial place that seemed a likely candidate to the author. 
 

Alyth Pictish Symbol Stone was dug up in 
the manse garden in 1887 and is now in 
the church porch. A simply carved Stone 
with designs in a style not seen anywhere 
else suggests local interpretation for the 
Z-Rod & Double Disc and tenon-footed 
Cross. Drawings courtesy of Canmore. 

 
Ruins remain of a church which was built 
on the site of a sixth-century church 
dedicated to St Moluag who died in 592.  
 
If the Stone was carved in St Moluag’s 
lifetime or soon after then it dates to the 
latter half of the 6th century / early 7th 

century - it may have been carved much earlier. However, when considering 
places of worship the fact that the earliest church building at this location is 
dated as sixth century then it is reasonable to conclude that Christian worship 
was indoors at that time. 
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11  -  Conclusions 

Although this topic is labelled as Pictish “Transition” Stones the author started 
with a suspicion but not an assumption that the Class 2 Stones definitely 
served a purpose to facilitate transition from one set of beliefs to another.  

However, 

 by gathering data about all the Class 2 Stones, 

 looking for patterns in terms of physical locations, 

 seeing whether carved objects from two beliefs had complementary 
meanings, 

 making observations from the interpretations then 

 rolling up those observations into an overall picture, 

conclusions can now be drawn. 

Class 2 Stones – their carved surfaces and physical locations – have, indeed, 
been used as Transition Stones serving three purposes: 

1  representing Pictish-Mithraic belief Symbols as seen on Class 1 Stones, 

2  introducing the Christian Cross and, in some cases, biblical scenes 
enabling that belief to be pursued in a stand-alone fashion and 

3  continuing the pursuit of Pictish-Mithraic beliefs whilst transitioning to 
Christianity. 

Success has been achieved for the following reasons: 

Physical 

 Carvings relevant to Pictish-Mithraism have not been defaced or removed 

 Objects for the “new” religion have not covered those for the existing 
beliefs 

 Format and style of carving on individual Stones is at minimum integrated 
if not “done by the same hand” 
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Belief 

 The meaning represented by Pictish-Mithraic and Christian carved objects 
is either complementary or at least shows “implied acceptance”. 

 Stones being found in, near and under Christian churches confirms at 
minimum acceptance, perhaps reverence but no threat from the Pictish-
Mithraic iconography. 

 Carvings recorded beliefs but the Stones were most likely outdoors places 
for worship with some locations progressing to become indoors places of 
Christian worship i.e. churches.  

Long-term we are seeing now what was carved well over a thousand years ago 
– testament  not just to choice of material and carving methods but to 
respecting what these carvings actually meant, or what we think they might 
have meant. 

Overall, with so many examples of Stones with content recording two beliefs – 
stand alone, complementary and enabling transition – it could be concluded 
that the Class 2 Stones can be called Pictish Transition Stones. 

 

“Transition” Complete? 
 
With the appearance of so-called Class 3 Stones it could be assumed 
“transition” from older beliefs was complete - Christian Crosses and biblical 

scenes predominate. They are relief carved - a 
clear example is in Dunblane Cathedral (sketch 
from Senchus wordprress.com alongside. 
Whilst there are no geometric objects of the 
type that signify the difference between Pictish 
stones in Scotland and Pictish Symbol Stones, 
there are carvings of a style that are seen on 
Class 2 Stones. On the Cross side there are 
upturned zoomorphic heads above the base of 
the shaft. The reverse has shapes (spiral, 
bosses, key patterns etc.), a human figure 

holding a club, a horse rider carrying a spear and accompanied by what 
appears to be a hunting dog and a free-standing cross. Could, in this example, 
recognition of some other belief be portrayed? Maybe there were still pre-
Christian attachments. 
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Intentionally blank 
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Geometric shapes, animals, birds, fish, 
Christian crosses, biblical stories, 

zoomorphic creatures - all these and more 
are carved on Pictish Symbol Stones. 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This book explores whether “Class 2” 

Stones with their geometric shapes and 
Crosses enabled a transition between the 
existing Mithraic belief and Christianity 

whilst respecting both. 
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